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receives full instruction concerning
this important work. The officers
will be instructed each day on differ
ent matters and by the-enof the
camp next week ali the officers and
privates will have become thoroughly
acquainted with the different phabes
of thearmy life that It is necessary
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CITY EDITION

conference of managers and that any
grievance they may have should be
presented to the proper officials of
the road. I have not received from
our conductors' or trainmen any re
quests tor increase. In wages or
changes in working conditions. When
I dp receive any such requests they
will be given the careful and friendly
consideration that we have always
given complaints from the men em
ployed on our lines.
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WONOtRFUL ACT ONE ARBITRATOR
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Lieutenant Rosell of the United
States army, the Instructing officer,
himself as PROVINCE CONTAINING THE BIG HEAD OF SENATE FINANCE COM ASSISTANT SECRETARY
FIVE HUNDRED POUNDS OF MEAT this morning expressed
OF LAwell
with
of the
the
running
DAILY GO DOWN THROATS
CITY DISSASTISFIED
BOR POST BARRED FROM
WITH
MITTEE PRAISES HIS PRODUCT
ERS OF INDUSTRIAL WORK-ER- S
camp and the work that the men are
TORPEDO SUPPLY LOW
OF GUARDSMEN
GOVERNMENT
MEDIATION
RAILROAD
HIGHLY
IN SEATTLE
-- mere
Present plans are to take
doing.
are not
Duscou, juiy is.
the militia on a hike the earlier part
enough torpedoes in this country toof next week, perhaps on Tuesday,
FOUR HUNDRED BIG LOAVES
NOT CONFIRMED BY SENATE day to fight one round in a combat DAMAGE AMOUNTS TO
GOVERNOR GETS AN OFFICE HE
IT
SAYS
IS
PERFECT
and go to the Hot Springs, where
$2,000
with another nation," said Congres!
they will camp for the night. This
man Tred A. Britten of Illinois, a mem
MEN AT CAMP McDONALD CON- will be one of the best instructions SAYS HE HAS BEEN APPOINTED WILL PR0Ve:THE BEST FRIEND LAW REQUIRES CERTAIN QUALI- ber of
the house naval committte, to MARINERS APPEARED TO BE OUT
that can be given the men as then
SUME PLENTY
OF THE
FICATIONS
THAT
HAVE
TO LEAD TROOPS AGAINST
THE FARMER EVER HAD, IN
FOR A GOOD TIME, RATHER
day on his arrival at the Charleston
they' will be required to cook their
STAFF OF LIFE, TOO
NOT BEEN OBSERVED
navy yard. With the others of the
YUAN SHI KAI
OPINION
HIS
THAN ANGERED
own rations, pitch their dog tents
committee Mr. Britten is making an
and establish a field camp. A staff
inspection of '.bp nava: stations on
WILL BE BEGUN officer will be sent to the Gallinas DESPOTISM
SHOOTING
CAUSE
NO
DELAY the Atlantic coast.
IS
DECLARED CARRIES
CUT
PLATFORM WILL
NOBODY
SERIOUSLY
HURT
canyon the first part ol next week
on
return
Washto
"Immediately
my
and select a camp site before
the
RIFLE RANGE WILL BE IN READ- whole
OTHER MEMBERS OF COMMIS- - ington,"' he said. "I shall introduce IN SPITE OF THE FACT THAT
regiment makes the trip. The PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT IS SAID IT REDEEMS PLEDGES MADE BY
an order to double the capacity of the
INESS FOR USE ON NEXT
SION WILL TAKE UP EAST-ERhike is greatly interesting the men,
TO BE USER OF HARSH
'THE DEMOCRATIC PARTY
SEVERAL FIGHTS OCCURRED
torpedo station at Newport."
who show that they are anxious to
MONDAY MORNING
STRIKE MONDAY
POLICIES
ACCIDENTS ARE FEW
LAST SUMMER
become thoroughly acquainted with
ACCUSED OF SMUGGLING
Pivo hundred nnllnrls of meat and real army life.
Washington, July 19. When the
El Paso, Tex., July 19. J. B.
Hong Kong, July 19. The severance
Seattle, Wash., July 19. Leaders ol
Washington, July 19. The tariff deOn Thursday of next week the St.
new federal board of mediation met
400 loaves of fresh bread are disposed
the
Industrial Workers of the World
when
Kwang-Tunsenate
,
in
bate
the
from
of
of
the
of
the
began
today
proprietor
province
Louis Motion Picture company, which
of by the New Mexico National Guard
com- today to organize for adjudication cf Badger Fuel company, was arrested to- and of the socialist party cast up toof
was
Simmons
finance
at
the
the
Chairman
central
Peking
government
been
working in Albuquerque for
the wage dispute between the eastern day by U. S. officials on a
This has
each day at Camp McDonald.
charge day the damage done last night when
will come proclaimed by the governor general mittee began his explanation of the railroads
and their trainmen, it was of consipracy to
seems to be an enormous amount of the past several months,
a mob of sailors from the Pacific) rei
of
he
bill.
the
He
The
termed
what
ammunition.
of
reviewed
smuggle
Kwang Tung today.
capital
to Las Vegas with a company of actdiscovered that one of its members
food, but when consideration is takwas in his ilal yard that the off- serve fleet, assisted
It
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to
Canton.
failure
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is
The
the
the
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ors
a
province
senario
and
that
has
it
stage
Assistant Secretary Post of the de icers seized over
en of the fact that there are pearly
400,000 rounds of am wrecked the downtowa headquarters
will take part nor general declares that the provin- their 1908 pledges to revise the tariff
militia
The
prepared,
500 men at the camp, the figures lose,
partment of labor was legally barred munition
Tuesday night, while they and the uptown meeting place of the
The ' democratic
in this picture, the taking of which cial council has appointed him gover- downward.
party from
serving.
their magnitude.
were being covered with coal, in a box Industrial Workers ol the World, and
failed in this duty, he said, when
no doubt will be witnessed by a lar,e nor general and commander-in-chie- l
once
The Newlands law provides that In car. Mr.
Captain Seligman, who 18 at thd number of Las
Badger, former Police Ser- twp branches of the socialist party.
to lead the southern troops against it came into power. "The bill' now addition to
people.
Vegas
the federal commissioner, geant Powell
of
the
head
commissary department,
Socialist leaders estimated that
Roberta, and five Mexiused
those of Provisional President Yuan presented to the senate, it Is confid the members shall be of this
The same program that was
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in-with
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a
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tomorrow
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fair
said
in
order
be
Shi
he,
ently believed,"
ment who were appointed to their nection
were receiving ample supplies and that today
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with
case.
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of regimental parade,
the
This step has been taken, he said, terpretation of the will of the people original offices with the confirmation
the provisions are the best obtain- whichexception
Workers
trial
estimated their loss
5
o'clock.
will take place at
because of Yuan Shi Kai's despotism and Is an honest compliance with the of the senate. The assistant secreable. The order that was sent to a
at fl,000. Aside from broken win
LOSES BIG SUM
This Is most Interesting and the citi- and his policy, which is calculated to pledges of the democratic party.
tary of labor does not come under
local firm for supplies Included the
dows no damage "was done to the
zens of Las Vegas are cordially invit- ruin the republic. The governor geu
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"Amendments offered by the com this classification.
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The damage to the Penlel
following
buildings.
ed to visit the camp tomorrow after- eral declares he will guarantee
decided
not
to
aptoday finally
the mittee are not proposed in a spirit of
President Wilson's attention was
mission
beans, rice, hominy, caiined noon and view it. Immediately 'after
meeting
place, broKen into by
in the district disagreement with the house or to called to the oversight, and word peal the decision of the customs qrnfrt
was
not
tomatoes, evaporated apples, coffee, the soldiers have obtained their even- protection of property
great. The sailors
mistake,
command.
the theory of tariff revjsion on which came from the White House today granting free entry of wood pulp and who led the mob did not
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all
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c the Seattle Times n,ricc.".i7 '
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former justice
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court of New York and one light of existing conditions, of the that construction the appointment of AMERICANS
IN
plies that he needs for his men.
plied for an injunction restraining tbn
officers in charge for this condition.
In addition to this food each com- It has been said that the camp Ii even of the few surviving generals of the platform pledges of the democratic another member seems to be optional
mayor from enforcing his order.
attained his party on the tariff.
with, the president.
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pany Is allowed a certain amount of in better condition this year than in confederate state army,
FROM
MEXICAN
The mayor also assumed control of
BANDITS
toCommissioner William ,Lea Chambirthday anniversary
"Like the house, we have sought to
money with which it may purchase 1911, and although its seems that the eighty-fiftthe
police force and ordered ali sa
VirAssistant
of
Commissioner
a
bers,
is
native
Hanger
such luxuries of life as are decided citizens of New Mexico do not ap day. Judge Pryor
find a basis of action which would unloons
closed, all street meetings stopand in early life was a congres- - tax the necessaries of life so far as is and Judge Martin Knapp, the other
upon. For instance, yesterday one of
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IS
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members
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beginning
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first
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first
of
member
a
elected
states and who have a great appetite
of
heaviest burdens on the luxuries
that their interest is becoming aro'.s- - confederate states
Later it was announced that Comnewspaper office was surrounded by
congress. Later the rich, and which would impose on
for such food as is popular there, ed.
El Paso, Tex., July 19. In the town the
missioner Chambers, Assistant Comhe entered the southern army as a those
police.
decided to have watermelon for towhich were neither prime
things
Lieutenant Bump, U. S. A., who is colonel
of
Madera, Chihuahua, are 14 Ameribrigadiemissioner
waterand
Knapp
and rose to the rank of
Hanger
Judge
The
publishers of the Times an
day's rations. Consequently
necessities or luxuries or which were would
can men and six families of women
here to supervise the competitions r-general.
go to New York tomorrow and
After the war he lonounced
melons were provided out of the fund
they had sought Injunctions
a
of
tariff
taxation,
on the New Mexico rifle
for
their work with' the trainmen and children are in danger of attack against the mayor and police. Clarbegin
cated in New York city, where he proper subjects
that is supplied for that purpose. The teamplaces
rate sufficiently competitve to yield and the railroads
which will shoot in the national
by bandits, while the Mexican fed- ence B. Blethen,
Monday morning.
became one of the noted leaders of
United States government allows 25 meet at
managing editor of
revenues adequate to meet the needs
said this mornCamp
eral government offers them no proPerry,
a statement charg
the
bench
issued
and
bar.
cents for each man's rations but the
the
paper,
of the government on the one haid
that the ranges would be in contection.
with responsibilCotterill
men at Camp McDonald are being al- ing
ing
Mayor
dition by Monday morning to premit
and on' the opposite as a regulation of
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of
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of the beginning of the
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tain Americans in the Chihuahua dis
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in that he had permitted "the display
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trict, hunting down bandits who had of red
amount by the state. With this each
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Charges that the bill dealt unfairly
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work
some
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good
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upon United States soldiers
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for
The Americans have some- rifles
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two nights ago and to the retaliatory
19.
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Pier,
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Narragansett
said:
and
a
will
make
and ammunition and
BITRATION BOARD
TION DEFINING NEW GOVERNThe average amount of the general
attack upon International Workers of
Polo enthusiasts and society folk are
"No class of our people have reapstand if driven to it. In the mean time
MENT POLICY
necessaries of life consumed each day
the Wrorld and socialists headquarters
for the big!
in
here
force
from
the
benefit
gathering
ed s little
republican
New York, July 19. Both the east- they are making efforts, to get out of
at the camp reaches approximately
last night by civilians and safiors
at
events to be played
of j tariff system and suffered as heavily ern railroads and the unions prepared the country.
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Washington, July
club.
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He
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Point
cupj
to play a waiting game today in the
State Bryan had a legislative confer- from its exactions as the fanner.
pounds; bread, 400 loaves; bacon, 400
in addition to the three cham-- j
ence with the senate foreign relations knows that under the republican sys- matter of the scope of the arbitration
Obregon Is III
pounds; dried fruit, 150 pounds; ice, events,
WOULD PREVENT DIVORCE
'
pionships of the Polo association, are! committee at the eapitol today and tem he has had to buy in a high pric- proceedings looking t the settlement
1,000 pounds.
Ariz., July
Douglas,
fields
on
the
decision
down'
for
-his
playing
of
pro of the wage dispute involving 450 largest of the eight field guns captured
With this amount of food being
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i.Tiilo lha Tovipnn sitnntion was not ed market and sell most
..
,,ma
consumed each day it can be seen of the Point Judith iub during the'
.,apt ducts on a basis of free competition lines and nearly 100,000 men. The from the federals have been repaired of matrimony wii'i not be the only
next Monday.
mind general committee of 100
of the at the Cananea machine shops and are, bond that joins Miss Elizabeth Boldi
easily that the cost of maintaining an four weeks beginning
the meeting to consider renewals wlththe world. There is in my
to be the jof
tournament
The
will be one Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and the way to the front today to be used of Canton, and Casian Bartt, Jr., cf
promises'
matter
when the
army is no small
of arbitration treaties with Great Bri-- i no doubt that his verdict
neld
in favor of the the Order of Railway Conductors met in the siege of Guaymas.
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plete and under the efficient head
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a view to require the wealth although neither side has agreed to
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naval base sites, was discussed,
Sonora, SInaloa, Chihuahua and
,
of Captain Seligman no difficulty has
stick so tight that It can never
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importance
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Me.,
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The program as announced yester- ment of the Donald B. McMillan Arc- definite action.
confirm the mediation board appoint
asrreement the bridegroom's fattito these expenses."
th(
equitably
DULUTH WINS FIGHT
Senator Fall, who has been a critic
ment at once," presidents uee ana
day was in effect today and worked tic expedition is being transferred at
er promises that hte son will
July 13. Dulnth. MinWashington,
out much to the satisfaction of the Pattle Harbor from the damaged of the government's Mexican policy,
said.
unions
of
the
"Delay
Garretson
LEO DEAD TEN YEARS
"m!le, drink, play poo!
POPE
a mild sensation in the senate
harder for us to con- nesota, won a substantial portion of
officers in charge. General Brookes steamer JJiana to another ship. Mrs.
any yonn? woman ott?r
July 19 ft will he ten years makes it only
Rome,
its freight rate fight before the inter thim bis wife. The bride's fatber,
this morning expressed himself as W. C. G. Fogg, a sister of Prof. Mc- by asking the adoption of a resolution tomorrow since Pope Leo XIII died, trol the situation."
a policy of the government
The position of the Erie, which state commerce commission
pleased with all proceedings.
the other hand, promises tlml. "hi
Millan, received this message from defining
at the ago or 93. In accordance with
a reduction of cIhss rates to tin dauchter will make her
relations.
It
An. officers' school was conducted him
declared that every Am- established custom the anniversary withdrew from the conference of mana.
today:
this morning and Major Milliken with
rue
"Arrived at Battle Harbor. Are erican citizen and his property every- will be observed with a. solemn me- agers early in the negotiations, was city from eastern points was ordered, model w;e. will not
Captain Loyd instructed the officers transferring 'cargo to another ship. where must be protected by the Uni- morial mass at St. Peter's. The cere- expected today by Vice president J. C. and the present atea were held to be around with other men and will roo'r
Duluth's contention to the husband's satisfaction. A
in first aid to the injured. The offi- Everything O. K."
ted States.
on his return here from Chi- discriminatory.
mony will he attended by the pope, Stuart
cers will In turn Instruct the men of
that rates on lake snd mil traffic from
The resolution finally went over be- the members of the Sacred college, cago.
bond fa to follow
The Diana Is leaking badly as a
of 1h
their companies In the same manner. result of the mishap when she went cause of objections by Senator Kern
men know," he said, "that the east ought to break at wha'v.j-"Our
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officials
the high
Thus each man who Is in the camp ashort at Barge Point, Labrador.
we are no longer represented iu the however, was not sustained.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC. SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1913.

TWO

tenth, the average discharge for 24 amount Joe Barnett holds 98 shares,
hours being 2,800 sec. feet. At 11 a. J. L. and H. E. Sherman, one share
m, on the eleventh, a second flood each. The company will conduct mov
passed the gage which reached a stage iug picture and other public 'amuseof 10.8 feet, or a discharge of 5,700 ment places.
Horses Stolen
sec. feet The mean discharge for the
eleventh was 3,450 sec. feet. Two floods The mounted police headquarters
occurred on the twelfth. The first one have received the following card from
at 7 a. m. reached a gage height of Julius Meyer, sheriff of Torrance
10.3 feet or 5,200 sec. feet, and the county:
Arrest this Man: Description Age,
second one at 7 p. m. reached a gage
COLFAX COUNTY STREAM COULD height of 11.2 feet, or 6,100 sec feet about 30 years; weight about 180 lbs.,
HAVE WET 900 ACRES 30 TIMES
This discharge of 6,100 sec. feet filled height about 5 feet 8 or 9 inches;
DAYS
SIX
IN
the
creek bed from bank, to hank. light complexioned; going by the name
;
After the maximum height of 11.2 leet of Journlgan. Left Duran, N. M., on
Santa Fe, N. M., July 19. District was reached the creek gradually fell the tenth of July, 1913, driving the
Engineer Glenn A. Gray, from data to its low water stage of 1.7 feet. This following described rig: Bay horsa
branded Box-- on left thigh, R on left
gathered by Engineer J. E. Powers was reached on the eighteenth.
on eft
The mean discharge of the Chico jaw; gray horse branded S
has Just issued the following report
on the unprecedented flood in Colfax Rico creek from the ninth to the four- thigh, to a black buggy. If found arand Union counties during June. The teenth was 2,310 second feet. It is es rest and notify the sheriff's office at
amount of water which ran down the timated that 27,000 second feet of wa Kstancia, New Mexico, wire any in
Chico creek during the period from ter passed the gage during this period formation at my expense. Julius Mey
the ninth to the fourteenth or June of. floods. This amount of water, if er, Sheriff.
would have arrigiated 900 acres 30 properly stored in reservoirs, would
Law Not Complied With
Although the new law regarding tax
times, allowing a foot of water at each cover 900 acres of land to a depth of
irrigation. The report is as follows: one foot 3 Otlmes, or maintain a flow ation provides that within 45 days afSince the disastrous flood on Chlco of 450 second feet during a
ter June first of each year, the county
Rico creek and surrounding streams month.
collector shall publish once each week
last month, there has been considerThe drainage area of the Chico Rico for four consecutive weeks a notice ot
able inquiry as to the amount of water creek above the gaging station, as his Intention to sell at public sale,
which passed points In these drain- measured from the TJ. S. Geological property against which delinquent tax
age. Much speculation will be made survey maps, is 84 square miles. The es are assessed, no such notice has
as to the amount of water which the rainfall at Raton, from the eighth to been published in this county it ig said
streams carried, but inasmuch as the fourteenth was 6.23 inches. It is by those who have been watching ihe
some reliable data on the Chico Rico a well known fact that the rainfall in matter, and the 45 day has now passed
creek was obtained through the state creases with the altitude, varying ac expiring on July 15. Just what effect
hydrographer, John E. Powers, these cording to the locality and type of this will have on any tax certificates
estimates are considered much better drainage. From records which have sold for the 1912 taxes is problematicthan the customary data generally been maintained along these lines an al and a matter that will' probably
taken at such a time.
increase of one inch for 300 feet rise have to be settled in the courts. Those
During the week ending June 14 in altitude has been selected as appli who have studied the mater say chat
a very general rain fell over the north- cable to the Chlco Rico drainage. With it Is certain to cast a cloud on the vaeastern part of the state. A large the Raton rainfall as a basis, the pre lidity ot any tax certificates sold by
portion of the precipitation fell be- cipitation over the drainage will range Santa Fe county during August of this
tween 10 p. m. of the eighth and 10 p. from 8 to 10 inches through this pe year, as provided for in the new law.
m. of the twelfth. The United States rlod. A large portion of the Chico
weather bureau reported 1.46 inenes Rico drainage lies east of Raton, and
A HEAVY BURDEN
of rainfall at Raton on the eighth, 3.12 borders that part of the state where A Bad Back Makes Life Miserable f
on
1.30
inches
the
inches on the tenth,
the rainfall was lighter than at Raton
Many East Las Vegas People.
s
A bad back is a heavy burden.
eleventh and .65 of an Inch on the About
of the drainage is
A burden at night when bedtime
twelfth, making a total of 6:53 inches classed as mountainous over which a
of rainfall from the eighth to the four- heavier rainfall occurred than at Ra- comes.
Just as bothersome in the morning.
teenth of June; 4:05 inches of rain ton. Taking these facts into consider
Ever try Doan's Kidney Pills for it?
U'l at Lake Alice, 3.52 inches at John-- t ation, it has been assumed that, n
Dawson
Know
oat
5.83
inches
and
8
they are for kidney, bacpark
average of inches of rain fell in the
ilr l".'' this period. The precipitation drainage. This gives a fall of about kacheand for other kidney ills?
If you don't, some East Las Vegas
vi,s :;ot excessive at Elizabethtown 18.6 millions of cubic feet of water per
ant'. Cimarron, although 2.60 inches of square mile, or 427 acres feet per so.. people do.
Read a case of It:
rain 'ell at Cimarron on the tenth. The mile. Under this assumption, approxiJ. Monroe, prop, tin ahop, Moreno
not
the
have
did
east
of Raton
country
mately 36,000 acres feet of water fell
East Las Vegas, N. M., says:
In
ana
St.,
occurred
rain
which
on
was
acres
the
feet
heavy
drainage; 27,000
"Doan's
Kidney Pills did first-clas- s
around Raton. The rainfall at Folsom estimated at the gaging station, which
case. I was had, off with
in
work
1.64
my
was
rains
of
this
series
shows that about 75 per cent of the
lingua;
and
back
kidneys. It hurt me to
it" "es.
precipitation was carried away in the my
or
work where I had to
do
bend
any
on
An automatic gage is maintained
Chico Rico Creek. For a rolling prai
seized
Chlco Rico creek, at the St, Louis, rie coutnry this relation of the rainfall use my back. A sharp pain
cou'id
My
I
me
and
straighten.
hardly
would be excessive, but for
liocky Mountain and Pacific railway to run-of- f
me
and
gave
acted
badly
kidneys
24
30
R.
B.,
Sec.
In
T,
N.,
28,
the drainage such as the Chico Rico
bruise,
of trouble. A friend told
ti:tt miles southeast of Raton above which would be considered mountain lot
Doan's Kidney Pills and bsU&
about
Una
and
ih confluence with Raton
ous, this value is thought to be near
I
shguld try them. I did so and a few
del Gato creeks. This gage has been ly correct.
cured me. I do lots of hard
boxes
agreement
operated by a
During the maximum of this series
J
the state of New Mexico and of floods, which occurred at 7 p. in. on work, but my back has stood the test,
thanks to Doan's Kidney Jllls."
tltc United States geological survey the
over the drain
twelfth, the run-of- f
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
1910..
6:30
At
ylncp July 29,
p. m., age area was 7 6.b second feet
per cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
June 9, this gage started to register square mile. There are very few data
the United
sole
New
'or
agents
York,
a rise which continued until 11 p. m avai'lble on the flood flow of streams
States.
of the ninth, when a stage or 10.30 in this section ofthe United States. A
Remember the name Doan's and
feet was recorded. The maximum dis rate of flow of 50 second feet
per take no other.
charge of this flood, which was com square mile, over a drainage area of
puted from the slope and cross section two or three hundred square miles, is
WEDDING
of the stream, at this point was ap rather excessive, but not
altogether
York Harbor, Me., July 19 The
proximately 5,100 second feet.
unusual. In September, 1304, the esti
wedding of Miss Natalie Jerrold Kel-leflood stage was maintained on the mated maximum rate
of discharge of
daughter of Commander J. D.
the Purgatoire at Trinidad, with a Herrold Kel'iey, U. S. N., retired, and
drainage area of 712 square miles, was Mrs. Kelley, and Thomas McKeown
61 second feet per square mile, and of
Cook, Jr., of Pittsburgh, took place
the Mora river, in the northern part of in Trinity church here tela afternoon
this state, with a drainage area of 422 in the presence of a notable assem
square miles, 66 second feet per blage. The bride was attended by her
square mile. There are any number of sister, Mrs. Stansbury Brady of Bal
These women onoo oliildlw, now lmpny and
eastern
stearms where a flood flo;v as timore, and the bridegroom had his
tihysioally well with healthy childrenwill tell how
l,ydia K. PlriKham's Vegetable Oompouud nuuia great as 150 second feet
per square cousin, James Scully, Jr., of Pitts
tliie
all
possible Here are the names and correct
addresses write tliein if you want to, and learn mile is on record, but a flow of this burgh, as best man. The church cer
for yourself. They are oniy a imy out of many
thousands.
size, in New Mexico, is considered a emony was followed by a 'large re
bski-u- u
kp un junk "Ouramihrst baby is very
ception at the York Harbor Country
heavy run-ofanil
strong
healthy
id " titnLiuuui, bins xu- fe,,
Water Application Filed
club,
to the timely use
Water appuication No.
has bean
V sult
of your Compound."
4
X OB ASK,
1' RED
filed in the state engineer's office by
uregou.
Louis
Le FAMILY
Peutschmann, Anon!o
AVOIDS
Blanc and Alvine Le Blanc. They ask
,MriAftBalettfer 1 1 toVonr Compound."
to
two
second feet from
appropriate
JMin. V.r. O. Spbnckti.
It. V. D., No. 2, Troy, the south side of tin Mora 'iver, not
Alabama.
" I have threo cliil-- 1 far from Watrous, for the irrigation
1
rlrca and took your of 130 acres of land.
a
Compound eachtime."
Notaries Named
1
Mra.JoHH Howard,
1
Notaries have been appointed by By Being Constantly Supplied With
Wilmington, Vermont.
A
i "X have a lovely Governor
McDonald
since the last
Thedford's Black-Draug! bahy boy and you can
list
follows:
as
published
j tell every one that ha
j
It '
L. C. White, Raton; Willie Ford,
i
j is a ' 1'inkham' babv."
Mra.Loms Fischer,
John R. Darnell, Portales:
Roswell;
3'i Munroe St.. Carl.
McDuff, Va. "I suffered for several
A. W. Varney, Corona; Carlo K. Tru-jillsUdt, N.J.
rears," says Mrs. J. B. Whittaker, of
Bueyeros; Ray H. Case, Deming; this place, "with sick headache, and
K?b? m II Messed with a sweet
stomach trouble.
LJuan
C. Martinez, Des Moines:
! little
An
Mrs.
babygirl."
"s
Ten years ago a friend told me to try
!J. A. UFKEOB6B, tonio F. Chavez, Roy; L. M. Fletcher. Thedford's
which ,1 did,
Montegut, La.
md I found it to be the best family medi-:i"I have one of the Hope.
for young and old.
finest baby girls you
Appointed on Mounted Police
ever saw.' Mrs. C. K.
I keep
on hand all the
Rafael
former
marshal
Gomez,
city
Goodwin, 1012 S. 6th
ime
and when my children feel a
St., Wilmington, N.C. of Santa Fe, and before that time a ittle now,
they ask me for a dosef and it
" Mv huKband is thn member of the mounted police, has does bad,
them more good than any medicine
happiest man alive to- been
on the mounted po- they ever tried.
Mrs. Clara
day."
Daebrake. 3OT M aril- - lice force by Governor McDonald. VV. We never have a long spell of sick-ie- ss
in our family, since we commenced
la St., Buffalo, N.Y.
4 3
" Now I have a nice T. Riley is also named as a member tsing
j
baby girl, the joy of of the mounted police.
Thedford's
is purely
Mrs. Do-- j
j our home."
and has been found to regu-at- e
vegetable,
Albuquerque
Company
Incorporates
No. 117
kylva
Cote,
aid
weak
stomachs,
digestion,
i Bo. (late St., Worces-- j
Incorporation papers for the Barneit
indigestion, colic, wind, nausea,
tor, Mass.
Amusement company of Albuquerque teadache,
sick stomach, and similar
"I have a fine strong were filed
j
i Uitoy
today with the state cor- symptoms.
uanghter nmf."
It has been in consiant use for more
Mrs. A. A. Uilm, poration commission. The agent fori
Dewittville,- N. Y., the new firm is Joe Barnett. The han 70 years, and has benefited more
Route 41.
han a million people.
" I liavo a Wir, fat, company hag a capital slock of $100,-000- ,
Your drujrr;ist sells and recommence
1
healtbyiioy." Mrs. A.
Price only Z"c. Gel a
rlivlflpd into $100 shares. It starts
A.J
km' tin ir V IV
y.
R. ci2a
JSu,llLalu.jre,6l... Lusinecs with $10,000 oaid in. of which Jackage
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last six months he has scarcely been

,

BUSES
NEW YORK IS SOON TO HAVE
NOVATION IN THE TRANSPORTATION LINE

able to meet his living expenses.
Oldest Human Visitor.
New York has just received a brief
visit from the oldest human visitor
whd ever came to these shores in the
person of Dr. Chao Choy, a Chinaman
who modestly admits to the age of
149 years.
The doctor who is absolutely bald has been without hirsute
covering for 49 years and this led to
his being questioned as to his age.
When he announced It was 149 years
It was suggested to the doctor that
he meant Chinese years, but he declared, in fair English, that they were
the . regular
Occidental, Gregorian
variety of years. Fifty years ago, he
said, he went to Cuba he was just
99 then
believing that the cmate,
assisted by the "longevity tablets"
that he carried in a bag suspended
from a String about his neck, wou'id
help him to attain a ripe age. He
began to feel recently, as if Cuban
atmosphere was not as good as it
had seemed at first and decided to
take up reldence in Canada.
His
recipe for long life is cheerfulness,
abstinence from alcoholic beverages
and logevtty tablets. He said1 the
seven other Chinamen with him, all
former residents of Cuba, were also
men of .considerable age, from an
Occidental point of view, the youngest being close to 70. The doctor
and his friends were sent to Ellis island from the Ward liner Mexico.
They were under bond and left for
Canada by train.
Old Steamer Passes.
A veteran in New York's marine
service on the Hudson river is soon
to be retired, and with her. will go
a craft which has been known and
patronized by at least three generations. This Is the Hudson river boat
Mary Powell, which for 50 years has
been traveling up and down the rtver.
During all that time she has logged
1,154,000
miles, practically equal to
five trips to the moon. No one knows
how. many millions of passengers she
has carried. Her commander, Captain
Anderson, finally decided that a higher boat was necessary and the days
of the Mary Powell seem to be about
at an end. Captain Anderson's father
was the original pilot of the Poweli,
and in the long experience of father
and son the fine old' ship she is not
really old, as she has been rebuilt
practically three times never has
had a serious mishap and never has
lost a life. Many distinguished American and foreign folk voyaged on the
Hudson in the Powell, with millions
of plain people from all over the

IN-

New York, - July 19. The conduct
oress, or conductorine, is Boon to appear in New York'B transportation
system according to plans now under
way for an enormous 'bus system
which ,will even outrival that f
London. Indeed Manhattan island
will be girdled with motor bus lines
if the board of estimates grants the
franchise for some 40 routes for
which applications are now pending.
On some of the lines which will
charge a fare of only five cents, it
is already proposed to establish feminine conductors with more to follow
if the experiment proves successful.
The 40 routes, cover practically every

district from the Battery to Harlem.
Many of them overtap, and, for the
more profitable streets there is spirited competition."
For 13 years, or
since the motor 'bus became a reality, New York's development of this
branch of the transportation system
has been prevented by clauses in the
transportation corporation law which
virtually restricted the operation of
'buses to the present company. Now,
hardly a month since the legislature,
urged by Governor Sulzer's emergency message, amended the act and
vested the power to grant 'bus fran
chises with the board of estimates,
three new companies are eager to
operate In streetB hitherto reached
only by the taxicab. All of the new
companies say they will have 'buses
in operation a few. months after they
are granted franchclses. It therefore
seems probable that the feminine
conductor, or conductoress wi'il very
shortly become a reality here.
Married Men Are Superior.
That married men are better than
single ones is the most remarkable
feature of a report of an Investigation
made by the district attorney's office
which has just been made public.
Out of the 2,857 men convicted last
year only 784 were married, as compared to 2,068 who were single. The
one startling exception is in the case
of suicide, the report showing that
among men who attempt to take heir world.
own lives t6"niar'ied outnumber the
.

NEW ARRIVALS IN BOY'S
WAISTS
We have

patterns

just received an excellent variety of new

in boy's (waists.

.

.

These come in both light and dark patterns and plain
white, are made from a variety of good fabrics, are
perfect fitting and very serviceable.

MILITARY COLLARS AND

SOFT CUFFS
make these garment
all ages

extremely popular with boys of

for in these they get the maximum of comfort

50c Each
Laa VeaaLoftdinStoro,

&.&o$muxm dm
Established
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great interest to the maneuvers. The charging him with aiding the delinnecessity for a rehabilitation of the quency of two minor girls.
cavalry was disclosed when the genHixby's arrest came as a sequel to
eral staff some time ago made ambi- a police raid on "The Jonquil," an
tious plans for the reorganization of apartment house which the police dethe army so as to prepare It for the clare was a resort of the worst chardefense of the country against attack acter, despite its Cutward
respectable
by a great military power.
This re- appearance and the luxury of its insulted in the sending to Europe last terior furnishings.
The place was
year of a board of six cavalry officers run by Mrs. Josie Rosenberg, against
who studied the cavalry organizations whom two indictments were returned
of the five leading military powers on charges of pandering.
of Europe. Four months were spent
The raid on "The Jonquil" and the
abroad by these officers and after arest of Mrs. Rosenberg led to a
their return they prepared plans for week's inquiry by the
grand jury into
radical changes in the organization allegations that wealthy men had an
'and use of cavalry of the American organized system of
ensnaring young
army.
women and girls for immoral purposes.
These plans were carefully consider- The Indictment of Millionaire Bixby
ed by the general staff and It was de- was the direct result of this
inquiry.
cided, that before adopting them they The evidence on which the indictshould be submitted to a practical test. ments were based was furnished chiefSecretary Garrison therefore authoriz- ly by Kitty Phillips, a youthful motion
ed the gathering in the Shenandoah picture actress, ' and Marie Brown Lefor the trial. The tests will take place vy, a young woman still in her teens.
.u...f-2under the direction of Colonel C. M. According to the stories told
.
M.
by the
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Muray of the Twelfth cavalry. Sec- girls Bixby was known at the apartfor the last ijine years, gives 7,670 Take LAXATIVE
BROMO Quinine
the members of the ments of Mrs. Rosenberg as "the
convictions of married men for all Tablets. Druggists refund money if retary Garrison,
numerous other of- Black Pearl." He is said to have been
staff
and
general
to
it
cure.
fails
E.
W.
Grove's signasorts of crimes, and 18,406 convicture is on each box. 25c Adv.
ficers of the army are expected to be the heaviest spender at the resort,
men.
The
of
tions
unmarried
report
frequent spectators at the manuevers frequently distributing bills of large
indicates that there is a gradual in"WAR"
the remainder of the summer demonimation among the
AGAIN IN SHENANDOAH
during
crease of crime among young men,
young woWashington, July 19. The famous and early fall.
men whom he is said to have met
the male criminals under the age of
Shenandoah valley, where "Phil" Sherthere by introduction of Mrs. Rosen30 years having Increased in number
idan made his historic ride 50 years
The agonizing discomfort and sensa berg. Though Bixby is said to have
1912.
Z.200
1904
in
in
to
from 1,700
ago, is about to hear again the song of suffocation that accompany hay been the best known patron of "The
During the .last year many olfenders of
fever and artma may be greatly albugles, the galloping of horses, the leviated by the use of
20.
were between the years of 15 and
Honey Jonquil," it. Is declared that he was
click
of carbines and the boom of and Tar Compound. ItFoley's
has soothing only one of a large number of men of
Assault charges show 40 under 20
cannon. Several regiments of caval- effect on the mucus linings, and re- wealth and
prominence In society who
years and 64 from 20 to 30 years.
ry from Fort Ethan Allen, Vt., and lieves the gasping and ticklin? sen- were frequent visitors at the place.
213
for
youngThird degree burglary
sation in the throat and bronchial
er period and 205 for the older; Fort Oglethorpe, Ga., and squadrons tubes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
of
from
field
Fort
artillery
Myer, Va., Drug Store. Adv.
grand larceny In the second degree,
184 criminals under 20 years and1 258 and Fort Reilly, Kan., have arrived in
OBEY THAT IMPULSE
FACES WHITE SLAVE CHARGE
Instead of the daily torment of
from 20 to 30; petit larceny, 157 un- the valley, preparatory to beginning
Los Angeles, July 19. Highly sen- weak back, backache, sore kidneys,
der 20 and 144 from 20 to 30; unlaw- the maneuvers decided upon some
swollen joints and rheumatism, obey
ful entry, 34 under 20 years and 22 time ago by the war department. For sational stories concerning the alleged- imulse to take Foley Kidney Pills.
that
two
next
months
the
soldiers
will
ed systematic pursuit of young girls
from 20 to 30 years. The total shows jthe
with nature, which
They
940 under '20 convicted last year and maneuver and "fight" over the roads, by men of wealth and social promin- accounts for their success In all kidhills
near
fields
and
Wnchester that ence are promised at the trial of ney and bladder disorders. They are
1,278 from 20 to 30. Onlyf404 offendand -- tonic.
strengthening
ers from 30 to 40 years were convict- figured in great cavalry battles in the George Blxby here next week. Bixby, healing,
ed. The statistics for women pris- civil war.
a millionaire banker residing with his Obey that impulse today and give
them a chance to help your. O. G.
of the
oners show that
High officers of the army and offi- family in a palatial home at Long Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store.
women brought to court were under cials of the war department mtach Beach, is to be tried on an Indictment
Adv.
30 years.
tms
Wall Street Is Discouraged.
As another indication of the dreary
CAPITAL PAID IN
days which have descended on Wall
SURPLUS
seat
upon
street, comes the sale of a
$100,000.00
$50,000.00
the stock exchange for a mere
the lowest price in 13 years. In
1900 a seat sold for $500 less, or
The record high price for
$37,500.
a seat is $96,000 which was paid four
years ago, and for the low price is
i
M. Cunningham, President.
D. T. Hoskins,
Cashier.
This latter price, however,
$2,750.
Prank Springer.
(B. S. Lewis, Ass't. Cash.
was paid away back in 1871, more
than 40 years ago before Wa'il street
EC
gave any indication pf the tremendous development It was subsequently to undergo. Were anything more
needed to show Wall street's plight
it came this week when for the first
time in history the hat was passed
on the floor of the exchange. It was
passed for a veteran broker who has
been left In serious straits by the decline in business during tne last six
months. A subscription was taken
STOCK
up among the floor members for his
00
v.
...
benefit, and subscriptions were fairly
liberal for dull times. The committee
Office With the San Miguel National Bank
hopes to raise several thousand dollars to tide him over and save his
membership. The aged broker clung
Wm. Q. MAYDON
President
to his membership believing the deH
KELLY
W.
Vice
President
pression would end and that he would
D. T. HOSKINS
be enabled to sell his seat at a price
Treasurer
to afford him a comfortable Income
during the remainder of his days. In
INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS
past years his commiss'on afforded
The
him a substantial livelihood.
'
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Interest Paid On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
CAPITAL

$30,000
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WILL BE

TENNIS

Parke, Dixon and possiiby Roper-Barrein the singles. Gore is likely to
be a reservist. For the United States
Maurice E, McLouguhlin and R. Nor-ri- s
Williams 2d should play in the
singles, with McLoughlin and Capt. II.
H. Hackett as partners in the doubles
and Wallace F. Johnson as reserve.
During the English championships
defeated Roper-BarreMcLoughlin
which was the
only instance where the American
were
and English
cup players
brought together by the draw. Parka
is the player most generally feared
by the Americans in the singles. In
the northern championships of England on June 3 he defeated Wilding
who vanquished Mclaughlin a month
match,
later, in a live-se- t
This was in Mne with his
great win from Norman E. Brookes
in Australia last winter when he won,
612. Parke, as well as
are veteran
Dixon and
tennis strategists who will pit skill,
stroke and tactics against the Ameri
can's youth, speed and endurance.
The defeat of Maurice E. McLoughlin by Anthony F. Wilding in the challenge round of the English single tennis championship again proves the
value of years of practice and exper
ience in the court game. Judging
from the accounts of the final match
between the young American and the
veteran New Zealander it was the
finished
play of Wilding
that gave him the edge over the
in the gruelling three sets
10-won by scores of
constituted
41
that
In the
games
the match Wilding won 24 to
17, giving him a margin
of seven games, three of which were
picked up in the second set. Slight
as this margin was, it proved that
the player from the Antipodes held
the reserve necessary to win at crucial points.
tt

MATCH PROMISINTERNATIONAL
ES TO BE BOTH FAST AND
FURIOUS
,

New York, July 19. It the American tennis team is fortunate enough
to come through the final round of

the Davis cup world's championship
match now being played at Wimble-- :
don, its members will face England's'
cup defending four on the same courts
during the coming week. As was the
case when McLoughlin met Wilding
in the English singles titular match,
It will be a case oj youth and ambi- tion vs. seasoned maturity and exper-ience. In John C. Parke, C. P. Dixon,
and A. W. Gore Eng-- !
H. Roper-Barreland has a quartet of players who,
in the
if not absolutely
tennis world, are racquet wielders accustomed to both national and international play.
Gore held the English singles title
in 1901, 1908 and 1909, finally loBing
and Dixon
to Wilding. Roper-Barrewon the doubles honors in, 1912 and
Gore and Roper-Barre; in 1909.
Parke represented England in the cup
series of 1908, 1909 and 1912; Dixon
in 1909, 1911 and 1912. Against these
players the United States has two
former internationalists tn McLoughlin, who played for the cup in 19')')
and 1911, and Hackett, who was an
American representative in 1908 and
will probably find
1909.
The line-uand Dixon as England's
Roper-Barrerepresentatives in the doubles, with

j

Roper-Barret-

j
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tt
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YOAKUM BEGINS TRAINING
FOR BOUT WITH NEWMAN
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Leva For Doll
Maternal Instinct Greatly Developed by
Teaching Children to Love their Doll.

Miss Shen Pei Ching Is

The little child's doll Is mother to the
most romantic fairy. And In the years
that pass, the doll fades into tho petals
of a June rose, to evolve the most wondrous of all transformations.
And now comes a more serious period!

when the joy of real motherhood should be
as tranquil as best effort can provide.
This Is accomplished with a wonderful
remedy known as Mother's Friend, an external application so penetrating in Its
nature as to thoroughly lubricate every
cord, nerve, muscle and tendon luvolved.
There will be no pain, none of that
nausea or morning sickness, no sensation
of distress or strain of expanding muscles.
The nerves, too, will be calm, thus making
the period one of restful days, of peaceful
nights and a source of happiest anticipation.
The young, expectant mother must be carefully watchful lest she become absorbed In
those mental distresses which illy prepare
her for the most Important event In her life.
Mother's Friend enables her to avoid all
sensation of dread, worry or pain, and thus
Bhe Is preserved In health and strength to
take up the joyful task of motherhood.
You will find Mother's Friend on sale at
all drug stores at $1.00 a bottle. Do not fall
to use It regularly as directed. Write y
to Bradfleld Regulator Co., 135 Lamar Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga., for their most valuable little
guide book for Mpectant mothers.

Wonderful tennis player that be is,
Mclaughlin met an opponent who In
finish and finesse was his master.
Despite his sizzling and powerful service and smashing, the young American found that Wilding was able not
only to return his shots but to add
to those returns the placement and
pace which forced McLoughlin to a
defensive rather than an offensive
He lacked consistency and
failed on the ground shots which the
New Zea'iander constantly fed him
as a result of the carefully planned
campaign based on Wilding's observations during McLough'iin's
play
through the title tournament.
There is in the defeat hoth honor
and promise of greater
excellence,
however, so far as the American champion is concerned. A youth, for McLoughlin is scarcely out of his teens,
a wonderful tennis career appears to
be his future. In 1909 at Sydney he
was defeated by Wilding,
Tennis players of the calibre of the
Dohertys, Larned, Brookes and Wilding are not the development of a
year, and few, if any of them, started
with the natural ability and advantages possessed by McLoughlin. The
Californian will some day be tennis
champion of the world, barring accidents, but he will not wear the laurels
until maturity and experience have
steadied and rounded out his game.
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Insect Gathers Seed and Makes Bread
and Biscuit Saliva Acts
as Yeast.

Leader of

g

over-zealo-

Firefly's Secret Discovered.
the glowworm
produce their light without setting
themselves on fire was a mystery un
til very recently. But Professor Ra-s
of Lyon
university,
France, has been studying the problem, and at the congress of the Zoological society at Monaco he described
his solution of it.
According to him this phosphor
escence is caused by two compounds,
which he calls "luciferase" and "lucl- ferine." Neither of these alone is ef
fective, nor will they produce light
when combined, except when they are
in contact with water.
Professor Raphael-Duboisucceeded
in isolating these two substances and
keeping them for several months in
bottles without deterioration.

j

How the firefly and
x

phael-Duboi-

and
Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
Diarrhoea Remedy.
Mr. W. S. Gunslaus, a Pennsylvania
farmer, residing near Fleming, P. O.,
"For the past fourteen
Pa., says:
ears I have used Chamberlain's Colic
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy in my
family and have found it to he an ex
cellent remedy. I always have a bot
tle of it in my house and take pleas
ure in recommending it to my
friends." For sale by all dealers.
'

Adv.

The Cigar Makers' International
union has 50,000 members.
stinira nr bites of Insects that are
followed bv swellings, pain or Itching

should be treated promptly, as they
BALLARD S smuw
are poisonous.
t.tntmknt counteracts the nolson. It
Is both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and f 1.00 per bottle. Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.

nrwT use a coueh medicine

'

YOAKUM,

"THE

IRON

MAN."

will begin training
Stanley Yoakum, "the iron man," Benny Chavez. He
continue to work
will
on
and
Monday
has started training for his battle
battle. Louis
the
the
of
until
night
with Louis Newman on July 24 by is confident as ever that he will be
doing fast road work. He took a long the winner this time, and his confi
aftdence is backed not only by a good
jaunt into the country yesterday
ernoon and this afternoon did a simi- following of fans but &lso by his ex
lar Btunt. He will start hard training cellent fighting condition. He has
tomorrow afternoon in the quarters been training for the past month with
used by Shaffer near the Lobby cafe. Benny Chavez, and will be in excel
Yoakum stated this, morning that lent shape when he reaches Las
he was in fine condition for his bout Vegas.
The tickets will be on sale Monday
with Newman and that the Las Vegas
at
wil'i
the local drug stores, and a large
give
he
sure
that
he
fans may
the claimant to the championship the advance sale is expected. Charles
Btiffest battle that he has been en- O'Malley, the promoter, this morning
gaged in since his entrance into the stated that he has made arrangements
game, Yoakum is a classy fighter, to have two fast boxers from the
as was seen by the Las Vegas fans state militia meet in one of the preliminaries. Several of these boys
last July when he. fought Rudy
battle to a draw. He will also act as trainers for Yoakum.
a
is confident that he will finish New- The Interest in the bout is the strong
man's upward march and has a large est that has been displayed since the
fight and a recordfollowing among the local fans.
Newman will arrive on train No. 9 breaking crowd will attend the big
tomorrow afternoon and will be ac- card of next Thursday night, it Is
companied by his sparring partner. thought

con

tainlng opium or morphine. They
constipate the bowels ana do not
enrp nnlv Rtifla the r.oueh. Examine
the label and if the medicine contains these harmful opiates refuse It.
Foley s Honey and Tar (jompouna
contains no opiates, Is healing and
soothing. O. G. Schaefer and Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
The Western Canada Postal Clerks'
association has organized with over
800 members.
Improve Your Complexion.
Your complexion as well as your
temper is rendered miserable by a dis
ordered liver and by constipation
Take Chamberlain's Tablets and you
n'l improve them both. For sale by
,
ill dealers. Adv.
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MOTHER CRAY'S
SWEET POWDERS
FOR CHILDREN,
A OertiinRaHef for
FeverlnhneMi,
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His Indigestion Cured at Last
After spending hundreds of dollars
for medicine and treatment for indigestion and constipation with only
temporary relief, C. H. Hines, of Whit
low, Ark., was permanently cured by
Chamberlain's Tablets. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.
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Miss Shen Pel Ching.

tyrdom for liberty, but none ever
betrayed the cause or told the names
of her comrades.
Soon after the establishment of the
republican government in Nanking
the amazons, headed by Miss Shen,
took the lead in demanding the right
of suffrage for women. They pointed
out to the republican leaders that the
women of China had worked for the
revolution quite as hard as the men.
The assembly in Nanking was largely composed of men who had been
leaders in the revolutionary secret
These men, being thor
sociUies.
oughly familiar with the work of the
amazons previous to and during the
revolution, could not find it in their
hearts to deny them their wish. The
in Nanking accordingly
assembly
pasied a law giving women the right
to fote.
Vhen the overthrow of the Man
chiB had been accomplished President
Sui Yat Sen retired in favor of Yuan
Shb-kai- ,
who was then elected pres
ided. Soon after Yuan's election the
assembly was moved from Nanking to
Pelin. The conservative atmosphere
of Pekin seems to have caused the
legislators to repent of their action in
grsntlng women the right to vote. At
an' rate, the law was allowed to be- cone a dead letter in so far as the
naional government was concerned
Sceral of the southern provinces,
hoyever, kept the compact and al
loed women to vote and even to
hod office.
Though disappointed at the apparent
br;ach of faith on the part of the
n.'tional assembly, the suffragettes
wire not disheartened. Under the
letdersbip of Miss Shen they began
a national campaign for woman suffrlge. They established branches of
tleir society inmost of the large cit-If- l
of China and sent out lecturers to
aidress mass meetings and to hold
caiferences.
They began to publish
niwspapers, pamphlets and circulars
lr. the interest of their cause.
Miss Shen is admirably fitted for
tie position of leader of the Chinese
-

giffragettes.

ANT

Epithet "Boob" Has Been Overwork
and Its Real Meaning Is by No
Means Plain.

Who invented the boob? What Is 1
boob? Is he going to be one of the Im
mortals or is he simply a flitting figure
stepping across life's stage for an in
Her Energy and Intelligence and stant, to be lost in the distant wings
of time?
Charming Manners Command ReWhen you call a man a boob, yov.
spect of Highest Officials-T- ook
seem to imply in some way that you dc
Part In Revolution.
not utterly despine him. There is
comradeship, an intimacy, about the
Pekin, China. When the ballots of word that doesn't apply to other terms
first presidential election You can call a man a boob, for in
China's
were counted it was found that a stance, when you wouldn't call him ar
woman had received three electoral ass or a fool.
votes.
The little person who thus
And yet a boob is an outcast. He
boldly contested honors with Dr. Sun stands apart from the common run
Yat Sen was Miss Shen Pei Ching, He is a combination of
stupidity anc
the commander of the amazon corps utter
incongruity with any standards
revolua
of
the
which formed
part
which are entitled to our respect.
tionary army. With a burning desire
But is the boob 'In reality all this'
to emulate Joan of Arc she had or- Can it be
said, Indeed, that the boot
ganized a company of infantry comexists? Is he not more or less a mental
and
as
courageous
posed of maidens
condition on the part of the person
patriotic as herself. She had secured who calls him a boob? When, for in
for them arms, uniforms and equipstance, you speak of a man as a boob
ment and had drilled them in the latare really not defining him. You
you
these
At
est military tactics.
Nanking
are
telling what you think aboul
only
resolute maidens could be seen him.
marching to battle, each carrying a
That is the reason why we are ol
heavy rifle and several cartridge the opinion that the word boob will
allownever
belts. While they were
not last. It doesn't stand for a definite
ed 'to go into action no one doubted human
It is more an attitude
that the amazon a would have fought of mindobject.
on the part of the person
an
ophad
been
given
they
valiantly
speaking. Life.
portunity.
Before and during the revolution
the amazons had rendered distin- GOT A WRONG
IMPRESSION
guished services to the revolutionary
party.
They acted as messengers, Minister Seeking Material for Sermon
carrying documents which the revoMade Mistake in Superficial
lutionary leaders dared not intrust
Reading.
to the mails. They served as spies
imin the very strongholds of the
A reform wave was in progress. A
perialists. They smuggled arms and noted divine, wishing to get local color
ammunition to the secret revolution- for his next Sunday's scathing attack
ary societies which flourished in ev- on vice, took a trip through the seery part of the empire. It' never oc gregated district. He had gone only a
curred to the police that the baggage few blocks when he came upon a sign
of Innocent-lookinhigh school girls which read "No Further Use . for
might contain rifles and revolvers Mother."
destined to be used in the overthrow
Horrified beyond expression, he conof the government.
cluded that this waB all the material
customs he
Sometimes an
needed, and he went home to write
officer in rumaging through their his sermon on the utter
degredation
trunks might find implements of war of a
society that would throw mothcarefully concealed beneath delicate ers on the rubbish heap.
feminine garments. Perhaps a coy
At the close of his denunciation the
glance and a smile from the owner next Sunday, when he was receiving
of the contraband baggage would de the
congratulations of his parishoners,
ter him from reporting the matter, a friend
came up to him and said:
but if he did his duty the poor girl
was a fine sermon you preached,
"That
to
over
the
would be handed
police,
you didn't see one thing when
who would put her to death by tor- only read
your sign."
you
ture. Many girls thus suffered mar-"I saw everything there was on it,"
the minister replied, with some asperity.
"But not what was above it," his
friend enlightened him as he went off.
"Right over it you should have read
the sign: "Incubators Made Here."
Hv.
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Suffragettes.
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CALLS FOR CLEAR DEFINITION

Something New to Janitor.
"I have fired the elevator boy, but
I shall take him back a tenant
should have been turned out," said
the Janitor of a large apartment house
to a woman who had complained the
day before that she had to wait an
unusually long time to be taken to
her sixth story apartment. "While
you were waiting Oscar was working
a mechanical piano in Mrs. Blank's
apartment," said the janitor, "so that
the Blanks could practice one of the
new dances. I have had all sorts of
complaints, from no hot water to too
much noise, but this case stands alone.
Never thought that the
would give us any trouble."
y

He Was Interested.
The professional photographer won
his way into the office of the big millionaire and in his most polished manner said:
"Pardon me, sir, but I have been
taking some moving pictures of life
on your country estate, and thought
you might be Interested to view the
films in our studio."
"Is that a fact?" asked the millionaire. "And did you catch my men
at work?"
"Yes, indeed, made a whole film of
them."
"Well."
replied the millionaire,
"your camera is cleverer than I am
I've never been able to."
As Per Label.
known artist tells of an
amusing colloquy in an art gallery
where two young women were
viewing a copy of Millet's "GleanA well

ers."

One ot the young women was carried away by her enthusiasm. "How
What
beautiful! How wonderful!
art!" she exclaimed. "Above all, how
'
natural!"
Then after a pause she said: "But
what are those people doing?" Drawing near to read the title, she was enlightened. "Oh, now, she added, "I
see! Gleaning millet How wonder
ful! How beautiful!"

T

PULPIT
AND

Choir Loft

The extraordinary habits of the harvester ant have long beeo known to
naturalists, says the Independent.
Certain species not only harvest and
store in granaries the seeds upon
which they feed, but actually plant
and cultivate an annual crop of their
food seeds. Still more remarkable
stories are told of an ant that is common in Dalmatla, the Messor
According to Dr. Neger of the
Dresden forestry school, this ant not
only cuts leaves and gathers seeds,
but .actually makes bread or biscuit!
The seeds are first sprouted, then carried into the sun and' dried, then
taken back to the underground chambers, where they are chewed into a
The dough is then finally
dough.
made into thin cakes, which are baked
In the sun, then carefully stored for
future use.
From these observations it would
appear that the art of cookery is not
confined to the human race. All the
cooking is done by the sun, whether
in the ripening of the fruit or in the
baking of bread in a stove. The heat
obtained from fuel is simply stored
up sunlight set free. The Arab and
the native Mexican speak of ripe fruit
as fruit which has been cooked in
the sun. The ant has somehow
learned the art of sun cookery, the
saliva with which it moistens the
grain taking the place of yeast and
sweetening through changes set up
by its influence upon starch.
HELD

t

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
CONCEPTION
Adrian
Rabeyrolle,

pastor.
Fist mass at 6:30 a. m; second mass
at 10 a. m. Sunday school in English
and Spanish at 3 p m., in Spanish at
3:30 p. m. Rosary en benediction
of the blessed sacrament at 7:30 p.

bar-baru- s.

TWINS

f

m-

-

Sunday school for Erglish speak-in- g
and Spanish speaking chlldrea
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SORROWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sunday excepted. Second mass 8.30;

sermon in English, hymns rendered
by the children under the direction
of the Sisters of Loretto. Third mans
at 10:30 a. m.t sermon In Spanish.
From 3 to 4 Sunday school. At 4
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane, mass .very fourth
Sunday by the pastor.
ST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH,
Rev. J. S. Moore, Rector, 716 National

avenue,. East Las Vegas.
Ninth Sunday after Trinity, July 20,

CRYING MATCH

1913.

Holy Communion, 7:30.
Sunday School, 9:45.
Morning prayer and sermon 11.
Order of service at 11 o'clock.
Hymn 458, "Praise My Soul the King
The editor of a publication devoted
to humor once told an interviewer of Heaven," (Haydn.)
that the best sort of "funny stuff'' Venite E,xultemus Domino, Chant,
was the spontaneous utterance of a
(Robinson.)
child a remark with which all fond
Gloria Patri, Chant. '(Robinson.)
parents will coincide. Made by man,
Te Deum Landaaius, (J. R. Thomas.)
humor is prone to be machine-made- ,
Benedictus, Chant, (W. Crotch.)
but the humor of children is unintentional. All of which leads up to
Hymn 672, "Blest he the Tia That
an incident chronicled by a father Binds," (Boylston.)
recently.
Sermon. ,
There are two children in the famHymn-Anthe"Lik3 as the Heart,"
ily two boys. They are twins. Every
and
"Jerusalem,
My Happy Home,"
on
sweets
received
have
year they
their birthday. This year the wait for (Constance.)
Presentation of offering, Chant, (Anthe goodies was seemingly longer
than ever before, and each pleaded on.)
that the favor be handed out on the
"Hymn 450 "All Hall the Power,."
night before their birthday.
(Coronation.)
The father, believing that sufficient
Friday, St. James Day, Holy Comunto the day is the good as well as
10.30.
munion,
to
declined
deliver
the evil thereof,
This church is open daily for
the trophies before the sun arose
And just as earnestly as he refused,
prayer and meditation.
just as earnestly did the boys plead.
Finally, in desperation, he sent them
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE
to bed.
Sunday school 9:45 a. m.
Mother had tenderly tucked the
Rev. J. I. Imhof, pastor.
around them, turned down the
Communion and preaching 11 a. m
light, and rejoined father, whea a
great crying sounded from the bedtjnnstian mnaeavor 7 p. m.
room, to which no attention was paid.
Evening services 8 p. m.
This crying continued for some timet
and then came a lull, in which the
FIRST M. 'E. CHURCH Cpr- -'
parents heard the crying boy remark
Eighth and National avenue. Rev.
to his brother:
"Come on now, Ray, you cry some; C. Anderson, pastor.
I'm all tired out!"
Sunday school, 9:45. Morning wor
ship with sermon at 11 o'clock. E
An Obedient Maid.
worth League, 6:45 p. m. Evening
The mistress came downstairs and worship with sermon at 8 o'clock.
tried the door of the sitting room, onlj
A cordial invitation is extended to
to find it locked against her, while the all who have no
other place of workey, which was usually In the lock,
to
attend
divine
services at this
ship
was missing.
"Bridget, I can't get into the sitting church.
room," she cried.
"Shure's it's meself knows that; an
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
ye won't, for I hev the kay In m
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor.
pocket."
avenue and Tenth street
"Will yez go in if I do?"
and' sermon at 11 o'clock.
worship
"Certainly I wlll.r
Bible
and Sundar
sesstudy
"Then yez won't get the kay."
"Open the door, I say. What .dc sion at 9:45 v. m. Society of Christian Endeavor at 6:30 p m.
you mean?"
The church extends a most hearty
"Shure, it's by your own orders
Just yesterday ye said: TJon't let m invitation to all
people. Strangers;
come downstairs in the morning an
and sojourners in the city especially
see any dust on the sitting room fur
j
niture.' So I just puts the kay in me welcomed.
pocket, an', says I, 'then she shan't'
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, Corner
London Weekly Telegraph.
of Main and Sixth streets. Rev. N. E
An Oregon Volcano.
j
Green, Pastor.
Where once towered the highest
Sunday school, 9:45 o'clock, a. m. f
peak in this country is now only s
Morning service with sermon, 11:30
part of the shell, and within It liet o'clock.
wonderful Crater lake, In Oregon
f
B. T. P. U., 7 o'clock p. m.
This is the view taken by geologists.
with
service
Evening
eermon,
This was Mount Mazama, a great
which, probably before the dawn o'clock.
of life upon earth, towered high above
The public is cordially Invited t
I
any mountain now within the 'boun- attend any of these services.
daries of the United States. Thousands of years ago it disappeared into
SHILOH
BOPTIST CHURCH t
the bowels of the earth. Crater lake,
Corner
Columbia
and Railroad ave-six miles in diameter, is 2,000 feet
deep In places, and parts of the walla nues, Rev. W. R. Burgess, pastor.
rise perpendicularly another 2,000 Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., by
feet. The Argonaut.
the postor; Sunday school 9:45 a,
m.; B. Y. P U 3 p m. All are well
I
come to attend these services.
The Efficiency Expert
"James," said the efficiency expert,
annoyed by the cheerful habit which
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY j
his chauffeur had of whistling while Regular services every
Sunday morn!
at his work, "you should remember
11 o'clock and Wednesday-eveninat
ing
that the greatest fortunes nowadays
at 8 o'clock in O. R. C. hall ;
'
are made from the
oi
i
waste. Hereafter when you whistle,
in
me
the tires and save
whistle
the
The Difference Between "The Summe
expense of a pump." Harper's
Girl" and The Summer Wornin'1
While the former is bavin.? a "poo
time" the latter is too often ijra'js'r.
around nervous, run down, Heed ou
Concerning Plays.
"There's two kinds of plays, you with aching back and weary lunh
know. The one with the ordinary sleepless and wretched. Often it !
kidney trouble not female trouble ar.
plot"
Foley Kidney Pills are a direct kv.
"Yes?"
(etlve help for the condH'ou O. I
"And the other with the conslracj
Schaefer and Red Cross Drn? Sur
behind it"
Adv.
"I see. You mean the ones when
they hold you up for 12 to get in."
Subscribe for Tta Or
Boys Adopted Ruse Whereby They
Sought to Compel Parents to Give
Them Their Gifts.
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Rohrer, F. O. Blood, Charles Green-claMrs. Ilfeld Gives
the' Messrs. Bacharach and
Afternoon Party
NOT
1879.
others declared the present offer of
Yesterday afternoon at her home,
the Santa Fe was one the community
Mrs. Arthur Ilfeld entertained a numcould "not" afford to ignore.
ber of her friends at a party in honor
Published By
It Is understood the conference
of
Mrs. Frank Thompson and Mrs.
TH?. OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
with the Y. M. C. A. directors will
The summer warmth has taken Its Optic Dance to
Carlos
Dunn, who have been visiting
(Incorporated.)
be he'id in the near future, so that the effect on society.
'
in the city for several weeks. A deDuring the present Be Big Affair.
Santa Fe may be informed without week not oriiy did the general run
The big Optic dance that is given lightful afternoon was spent at euchre
EDITOR delay as to what action may be
M. M. PADGETT
of parties and other events tase a during each encampment of the New followed by the
serving of a course
slump, but even many of the weekly Mexico National Guardmen in honor of delicious refreshments. Those presclubs did not meet. The state militia of the soldiers likely will occur Wed- ent were
Mrs, Carlos Dunn, Mrs.
at Camp McDonald has taken a num- nesday night at the. armory. This Frank
Mrs. W. E. Kaser,
Thompson,
18
"THE NEff
ber of society folk from the city at dance has always proved to be a Mrs.
E1
Ludwig Ilfeld, Mrs. O. G. Schae-fer- ,
about 4 o'clock every evening when most successful affair, and the solMrs. R. K. McClanahan, Mrs, W.
Entered it the pos.jffice at East
SUBJECT OF TALK the parades and drills start and the diers are anticipating a good G. Kelly, Mrs. H. W. Kelly, Mrs. E.
Round
tickets will be on sale daily
transLas Vosas, New Meiieo, for
warm afternoons have taken the life time The former dances have been
D. Raynolds, Mrs. Hallett Raynolds,
to' September 30, 1913, with
from
June
i
mission through the United States
out of the others. Consequently The given in the Duncan opera house, but
Mrs. I. Bacharach, Mrs. S. Bacharach,
wails is tccond class matter.
final
on
all tickets to Oct. 31, 1913
limit
Optic's society column is unusually this year it was thought more appro- Mrs.
PLEA FOR REGENERATION BY
Erie Hoke, Mrs. R. G. Head,
small this week.
THE HOLY SPIRIT
priate to use the armory.
Mrs. Ben Strickfadden, Mrs. Charles
If our suggestions were followed
There has been some delay in anTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
Ilfeld, Mrs. H. M. Smith, Mrs. E. E.
Notwithstanding the rain which kspt concerning this interesting phase of nouncing the date for the reason that Johnson, Mrs. H. M. Northrup, Mrs.
Daily, by Carrier
life
of
member
each
of
the
every
plans could not be made until the of- Frank
a good size audience
$ .0& many away
Per Copy
Manzanares, Mrs. P. Earickson,
'
".
15 greeted Evangelist Runyan again last clubs would be responsible for the ficers in charge of the militia could
One Week
Mrs.
Frank
Springer, Mrs. Roy Pren.65 night at the First Baptist ccurch. The regular meeting of their organizations decide upon a date when they could
One Month
tice, Mrs. B. Morse, Mrs. A. T. Rosummer.
all
.If
the
afternoons
allow
men
their
prove
to attend the dahce.
One Year
$7.50 singing by the chorus choir was exL.
F.
Mrs.
Mrs.
gers,
Myers,
Jr.,
too warm the c'iubs should meet in
The best
will be furnishcellent and the sweet voices of the
Daily, by Mail
,
the evening and the refreshment part ed at this dance and the excellent Charles Greenclay, Mrs. H. Van
?6.00 Juniors together with a beautiful duet
One Year
Mrs.
B.
E.
R.
E.
Mrs.
Russell,
of the meeting he composed of cool- armory fioor will be placed in a note3.00 by Mr. Leon Guy and Mrs. Mabel E.
Six Months
Holt, Mrs. S. B. Rohrer, Mrs. E. W.
ing and Inconsequential dainties. This worthy condition.
ocHall added to the pleasude of the
Hart, Mrs. W. E. Gortner. Miss Emma
would prove to be interesting and far
This
dance
has
always proven to be
casion. The sermon was one of the
more
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
enjoyable for the members of a most enjoyable affair In the past Tamme, Miss Carrie Schultz, Mrs.
most eloquent and Impressive yet dethe clubs, while their repective and an equally good time may he ex- Noa Ilfeld, Miss Rebecca Henriquez,
GROWER
livered and old and young alike listenOne Year
$2.00
might be Informed that pected this year. All society will Miss Lorna Johnson, Miss Mary Tiped most attentively. One
scanning Susbands not
1.00
be at home that even- turn out to show the state militia ton, Miss Helen Cunningham, Miss
Six Months
Tickets are first class, good for stopovers
the faces of the audience would have
Louise Cunningham, Miss Laura Sprinuntil after dinner and they would they are appreciated.
ing
been Impressed by the deep seriousin
either
Miss
Mildirection, and for
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The matches In the challenge round
lum and is on a vacation.
ordinarily. That will wear off in
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American Sugar
are to he played, according to present
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Rossi, ac- hurry."
... 96 arrangements, at Wimbledon on
Atchison
STANDING OF THE CLUBS
companied by Louis Rossi, passed
...107
Pacific
Northern
July 25, 26 and 28. The United States
The first- - lodge of the Brotherhood
through here late yesterday afternoon
...159
National League
will he represented by McLaughlin
on their way north from their home of Locomotive Firemen was organized Reading
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Washington
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three years of prohibition, this city
.544
49
41
Chicago
C. H. Stevenson and family left this
yesterday, when the local option ques.488
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40
Boston
EVELYN THAW COMING HOME
afternoon for Raton, where they wil'l tion was voted on, cast 1,142 votes,
.396
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55
Detroit
Nesbit
19. Evelyn
London,
July
two
next
weeks. the town
visit friends for the
going wet by a majority of Thaw was among the passengers sail.391
St.' Louis
36
56
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Now
They were accompanied by Mrs. Stev- 256. It was one of the hardest fought
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New York
New
the
York
for
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today
ing
enson's sister, Miss Marion Littre'il, elections ever jield in the state.
Is
she
hence
Two
weeks
who has' been visiting here fcr the
The election was the culmination to make her first American vaudeWestern League
1V"..
past three weeks.
of one of the most bitter campaigns
Club
New York roof
at
a
ville
(cm Won. Lost Pet.
appearance
of
V. E.fTruitt and J. Trivedale
that .this city, has ever known. Ever garden. She will be seen In a dado
.686
Denver
hTrinidad, drove in lasrnightin.u-- i jince! Roswell pven.n'ry three years
TENTS
Des Moines i.j..-4- 8
39:.. ,.652,
Jack
FL00IED
who
with
Clifford,
specialty
ing
tomobile enrbute from" Arizona to their ago, a persistent campaign has been
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.517
Lincoln .
42,
Is accompanying her to America. The
COMFORTABLE BEDS
home. They stated that the rain that waged
forces pair win present the same dancing act
43
by the
.517
46
Omaha;
'
?
fell in Las Vegas last night touched to put the city back in the wet col43
44
.506
St. Joseph
PURE SPRING WATER
which recently met with success at
the southern part of the state this umn, and the municipal election last the London
43
35
.422
Topeka
Hippodrome.
week, following them nearly all the year in which the antis elected their
35
52
.402
Sioux City
A TRUL TRIP EVERY DAY
way.
municipal ticket, Including the mayor,
36
54
The Amalgamated Association of
Wichita .400
Frances E. Kelley and 0. C. Zingg foreshadowed the result of this elec- Street and Electric Railway Employes
left this afternoon for Portales, where tion.
TROUT FISHING
of" America will hold Its biennial conKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
they are to condudct an institute. Mr.
Many eloquent speakers took the vention in Salt Lake City in SeptemKansas .City, July 19. Hogs, re- KKe'iley will be in Portales for four stump for and against prohibition in ber.
weeks. Mr. Zingg will stay there for the campaign just closed, and the
THE LAST WORD inEATING J eipts 1,500. Market strong. Bulk
two weeks when he will go to Tucum-car- usual heated animosities which go
The International Association of
$9.159.22; heavy $9.159.20;
Dean Frank Carron will meet with a local option fight were arous- Machinists has begun a movement for $
(Mrs. I. K. Lewis, Cook) $ packers and butchers $9.159.25;
Zingg and Kelley at Clovis.
ed, but fortunately there was little the establishment of the eight-hou- r
lights $9.159.25; pigs $S8.75.
A number of Las Vegans and others violence.
The operation ,of "blind workday for machinists throughout
Cattle, receipts 1,500. Market steawho have been spending the past two tigers" in Roswell during the prohi- the country.
CAMPING DE LUXE"
dy. Prime fed steers $8.308.9n;
weeks or, more at the Harvey ranch bition era was a constant source of
dressed beef steers $78.50; western
returned yesterday afternoon and the agitation by the dry forces.
steers $fi.508.25; southern steers
The Difference Between "The Summer
It is, not known whether the pro; Girl" and "The Summer Woman"
carriage left again this morning for the
Reservations With
Mate
$7.507.60; cows $4.106.50; heifWhile the former is having a "cood
ranch with a full load. Those who re- hibitionists will attempt to call aners $5.508.75; stockers and feeders
Mr. Buns at Y.M.C.A. Bldg.
turned yesterday afternoon were Mrs. other election at the conclusion" of the time" the latter is too often dragging
$4.507.25; bulls $4.506.50; calves
around nervous, run down, tired out,
A. Wright, Miss Martha Reed, Miss statutory period, but in view of the with
6?f9.50.
aching back and weary limbs.
Katherine Sullivan, Miss Abigal Sulli- decisive majority by which they were sleepless and wretched. Often iz Is
Sheep, no receipts. Market steady.
van and Mr. F. S. Orth, of Chicago.
defeated in this election it is believed kidney trouble not female trouble and
"SEEYCUH OWN SCENERY
Lambs $6.757.75; yearlings $4.50
that there wil be a rest from agita- Foley Kidney Pills are a direct and
ewes $3.75
5.50; wethers $45;
for the condition: O. a
FUST"
tion on the subject for some time to Schaefer help
4.35; stockers and feeders $4.50
and Red Cross Drug Store.
Subscribe for The Optic.
come.
Adv.
5.25.
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Flynn-Johnso-

PER CENT INTEREST ON TIME
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TRUST GO.
5112,000.00
age for 47 games is .444. There are
ten players in this league who are batting .400 or better.

CALDWELL LEADS

The chamber of deputies at Montevideo, Uruguay, has recently approved
a bill providing for an eight-hou- r
workday for all persons in the gDvernment
employ.

NEW YORK PITCHER AND PINCH
HITTER NOW HAS AVERAGE
OF .321

DON'T use a cough medicine con
or morphine. They
Chicago, July 19. Caldwell, the New taining opium
York pitcher and pinch hitter, batted constipate the bowels and do not
cure, only stifle the cough. Examine
his way to the top among the Ameri- the
label and if the medicine concan leaguers this week and is six
points tains these harmful opiates refuse it.
ahead of Joe Jackson of Cleveland. Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
contains no opiates, is healing and
Caldwell's average for 24
games i is soothing,
o. G. Schaefer and Red
.421 and Jackson's for 82
games ' is Cross Drug Store. Adv.
.415. Cobb is third with
.401; Speaker of Boston is fourth with .380;
A law that has just cone Into effect
of Boston is fifth with .331,
in Ohio requires every employer of
and Eddie Collins of, Philadelphia
five or more persons to pay his emrounds out the first half dozen with
at least twice a
Hen-rikse-

n

.350.

Walsh, the Philadelphia utility man,
and Yingling, the Brooklvn
nihor i
1
forged ahead of Charles McDonald of
Boston this week among the National
leape pitchers. Each' has played' 20
games, Walsh averaging .464 andYing-ling- ,
.400.
McDonald's
average is
.378 in 53 games.
Daubert of Brooklyn is fourth with .358; Crandall, New
York, fifth with .353 and Hyatt, Pitts-BurgIs sixth with .352.'
The batters of the new Federal
league are led by Perroy of Pittsbugh,
whose average Is .500, hut he has batted in only four games. The real lead- is Kavanaugh of Chicago, whose aver

ployes
month, thus
abolishing the custom of monthly

v

Stings or bites of Insects that are
followed by swellings, pain or Itching
should be treated promptly, as they

are poisonous. BALLARD'S SNOW
LINIMENT counteracts the poison. It
i3 both antiseptic and healing. Price
25c, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold
by Central Drug Co. Adv.
A million dollar hotel for working
girls and women employed in downtown stores is the aim ot a movement
begun by rhe Chicago' Chapter, D. A.
J
B
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Good coffee helps a whole lot in

starting

the day right. Why not send your husband off smiling to withstand the fret and
fatigue of a hot day at the office? The best
assurance of del'cioiis coffee is to make it
in ideal fashion in 'an Electric Percolator.
An Electric Percolator U the most convenient way, too, because you can use it right
at the breakfast table. If your home is
wired for Electric Light and you have not
an Electric Percolator, you are overlooking
a decided convenience that you and your
family are bound to appreciate.
An

Electric Percolator is Quick
and Economical

The operation of an Electric Percolator is
very simple. All you have to do is to put
water into the pot, the coffee into the container, and turn on the current. Percolation commences in less than one minute
and the coffee is made without boiling
hence, delicious coffee without injurious

elements. Its simplicity of construction
and rapid heating qualities make it espe-

cially desirable.

The Las

Veas

Light fi Power

Coiapany

--

ment was filed for record on the 12th
day of July, A. D., 1913 at 9:45 o'clock
State of New Mexico. Certificate of a.
m., and was duly iecorded In Book
Comparison.
No. 1 of Rec. of Art. of Inc. page 319
United States of America,
on this 12th day of July, A. D. 1913.
State of New Mexico, ss.
Witness my hand and seal of office.
It is hereby certified, that the anLORENZO DELGADO,
nexed is a full, true and complete tranRecorder.
County Clerk and
script of the Certificate of Incorpora- By WM. B. STAPP, Deputy.
tion of The Ike Davis Company (No.
7600.) with the endorsements thereon,
NOTICE.
as same appears on file and of rsuoio
The Deep Lake Hunting and FishIn the office of the State Corporation
ing club has leased the lake known
Commission.
In Testimony Whereof, the chairman as the Deep lake, which Is located1
and clerk of said commission have south of the La Jara take of this
here unto set their hands and affixed group of Kroenlg's lakes of the Ten
the seal of said commission, at the Lakes Land company. No person will
be allowed to hunt or fish upon this
City of Santa Fe, on this Ninth day of
except members of the club,
property
July, A. D. 1913.
and all persons going there must be
H.
HUGH
WILLIAMS,
His Ma Earlie, go immediately and (Seal)
prepared to show a membership card
Attest:
Chairman.
wash your face.
in this organization. Otherwise tney
EDWIN P. COARD, Clerk.
Earlie Who's comin', ma? Or are
will be arrested for trespassing.
me
somewhere?
to
take
Ike
Articles
The
of Incorporation of
you goin'
THE DEEP LAKE HUNTING AND
Davis Company
FISHING CLUB.
THEN HE ATE
We, the undersigned, hereby associate ourselves into a corporation unNOTICE.
der and by virtue of the laws of the
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
State of New Mexico, and for that purpose do hereby adopt the following club has leased the La Jara and Tip
lakes, which are the two northerncertificate of Incorporation:
most of th group of Kroenlg's lakes
I,
The name of this cufporation Is The of the Ten Lakes Land company. No
person will be allowed wo hunt or
Ike Davis company.
fish
upon this property except memII.
The principal office of the corpora- bers of tho club, and all persons gotion Is located" on the west side of the ing there must be prepared to show
Plaza of the Town of Las Vegas, in a membership card in this organizaOtherwise they will be arrestthe county of San Miguel and State of tion.
ed
for
trespassing.
New Mexico, and the name of the
THE LA JARA HUNTING
agent In charge thereof and upon
AND FISHING OLTJB.
whom process against this corporation
may be served is Isaac Davis.
CERTIFICATE OF COMPARISON

INFORMATION WANTED

LELAND'S
BY ARTHUR

SONG

LOST

As Leland went down the street he
'caught opening chords of a piano. A
voice began to sing, and he stopped
suddenly, spellbound.
It was a girl's untrained voice and
stirred dim memories within him.
"Is it possible?" he muttered to himself as he hurried in the direction of
the unknown 'singer. "That is my

H

Lost Song!'"
His steps were nervous and hasty,
but before he could reach the place
where the music seemed to come from
It had ceased. The houses stood darkmoet
ly together; there were lightsinInwhich
of them. He did not know
one the singer had been.
He stepped to the curb to plan his

Just written.
Then had come the quick quarrel;
answer to her criticism
lis
of the song. Her surprise had amused
him; but she had been hurt at his
words and he In anger left
It had been a foolish quarrel, as all
quarrels are when seen In after years.
He had gone to a northern city, and
had found life hard. He had met It
with good will; but he had never forgotten her.
In some strange way, try as he could
lie could not recall the song which he
had left on the piano. Bits of It came
back, but the theme as a whole was
d

beyond him.
Now he had heard It. He knew there
could be no doubt about it; and If ho
could find the singer, it must lead him

He studied the houoe3 with eager
earnestness. He decided that the music he had heard farther up the street
fame from the one with the light In
the front room.
He went up, and ringing the bell,
waited.
The door opened, and a girl looked

cut

a

Bong I

wonder If
you can give me an idea where the
singer was it wub somewhere around
ia this part?" he asked.
"No, I'm sure I can't sir. There's a
number of pianos about here," she
said, smiling a little, "and a number
of people who think they can sing. I'm
nfrald I can't help you, but I'll try."
She pointed, out houses near by.
He went down the steps and looked
around, beginning to doubt himself.
He wondered if he had dreamed it,
imagined the whole affair.
He could not free his mind from the
belief that he had heard the lost song.
.'e debated the matter, and decided to
i fart onward to his rooms, and had
ven gone a few paces, when he
popped.
He would not give tip. The neigh
borhood might get suspicious and have
him locked up, or a policeman might
be called to examine him. It was rath
er unusual for a young fellow to be
.going from house to house asking if
some one there had been singing a
song of which he knew not the title
nor the tone, other than a strain or
I

He determined to try it, however;
and so he began. He went to four
houses, but got no response; he tried
four 'more.
finally, even as he expected, a policeman appeared on the scene,
been summoned by some one who
had said the young man was lntoxi- -

Hunker Chester
Attorney-

I

Iceland proved that he was not, convinced the man of his sanity; and
asked the officer's advice. The latter
was evidently reached by the story
and he said In his soft Irish: "E ye
can whistle a bit o' the tune, lad, why
not? Jest the parts ye know! Walk
man.
up an' down, an' if anyone says a
Doyle He's a thirty-cen- t
word, I'll say a word, provided ye
Hoyle And he tries to make every
don't do it too long."
one believe he's been unjustly marked
Leland undertook the plan. He down from half a dollar.
strolled up and down in the region
whistling the strains to the placo
HIS REASON
where he could go no further. He did
it a number of times, and both men
waited for the answer.
"Try it again, mon," the bluecoat
aid.
He whistled it again, and this time
there was a quaver in itr a quiver of
lost hope. Leland turned away, despairing.
"Hark ye, lad!"
Faint and clearly, a whistle had
caught up the strain and was carrying It on to a finish.
Leland was shaking with eagerness.
"It's the song! the song!"
"Don't get too sure it's your gal,
lad. It may be one who sang it fust-b- ey,
see, there's some one coming!
We didn't think o' the little house in
tack! There she is!"
A shadowy figure came toward them
hesitatingly. But Leland had recognized the form, and he went to meet
it It came into his arms with a low, The Professor Why do you always
run your automobile at such speed?
joyous cry, and said:
"O, Lee, is it really you? I was in
The Autolst I think it's better to
my room, asleep, when the girl at the kill a man than malm him.
Jiouse I'd taught her the song because ehe loved it said some one was
The Limit.
whistling it; then I heard it and I
Knicker Is Jones a bluffer?
Vnew it could be no other than you.
Bocker I should say so; he is will
"It seems so good to see you; and we'll ing to pay an income tax to make
folks think he has an income.
forget, won't we?"
'Hie burly policeman, looking on
vHb. pleased eyes and comments to
Money In It,
"Ho you think there is
Bill:
himself, suddenly turned his back aul
relied off.
in strikes?"
Copyright, 1913, by the McCluro NewsJill: "Sure! I made one this mor
paper Syndicate.)
ning, and got 10."

WatstesS
SALESMEN
small towns;
Malting
whole t'me or side line, chould car;
ry our fast selling pocket
special sales plan allowing return
of unsold goods; makes quick easy
sales; $4.00 commission on each
order; something entirely new,
WTrite for outfit today. Burd Mfg.
Co., 212 Sigel St., Chicago, 111.
side-line-

Girl for
1102
202.

Eighth

genera'i

house-

street Phone

B.

Bran and ground barley
at Trambley Roller Mills
east of the power house.

FOR SALE
for feed,

Center IJlock. Tel. Malt,
East La Vesas, N M

1

CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
8. Meets first and third Fridays
Meet li the Forest of Brotherly
at 7:10 p. m. in Masonlo Temple,
Love at Woodmen of the World
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Wortmy Mahall, on the second and fourtfe
tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Mondays of each month at 8 p. n.
C. H Stewart, Consul; G. Laemmle.
Telephone Uxla 129.
Clerk; Z. W. Montague, Local Da
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
uty. Visiting members are espe102 Me8 every Monday night at
cially wolcome and cordially InvitO. R. C Hall, on Dougla
avenue.at
ed.
? o'clock.
Visiting members are
cordially welcoma J. C. Wertz, KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY Council No. 2390 Meets in W.
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the first
and third Mondays of each month,
B
P. O. ELKS Meets second and
at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and Lafourth Tuesday evening of each
dies always welcome. O. L. Fiers-ma- n
month Elks home on Ninth street
President; A. D. Tillman, Fin- and Douglas avenue. Visiting broth-ersar- ' ancier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, local
cordially Invited'. Gov. Wm.
deputy, 908 Jackson avenne; Z. W.
J. Mills, Kxalted Ruler; D. W. ConMontague, assistant deputy, 1011
don, Secretary.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M.
LOCAL TIME CARD

EL

DORADO

I

LODGE

NO.

KNIGHTS

OF PY

EAST BOUND

epan

Arrive
No. 2
No. 4.
No. 8
No. 10

9:10 p. m

...11:05

p. m
2:05 a. m

1:45 p. m
THIA8 Meets ev
FOR - SALE Good milch cow. Inery Monday even
WEST BOUND
quire at Optic.
ing in Castle Hall
Visiting
Knigiti No. 1... 1:20 p. m...
TWO BEST live stock ranches in
are cordially Invit No. 3... 6:10 a. m...
0
Cuba, 100,000 and 9,000 acres;
b& Chas Liebacs No. 7... 4:20 p. m...
and 5,000 dollars personal prop... 6:35 p. m...
Chancellor No.
aer,
erty go with land; prices extremely
Commander. Harry
low; terms easy. T. C. Lee, San ry Martin, Keeper of Records and
Subscribe for The Optic.
Cristobal, Cuba.
Seal.

CARRIAGE

AUTOMOBILE,

125,-00-

FOR SALE Our automobfie. fully
equipped, many extras; $500. Agua
Pura Co.

Ana

SIGN PAINTING

HERMAN

N O.

For Rent

429 GRAND AVE.

FOR RENT Desirable housekeeping
rooms with sleeping porch. 1030
Fifth street.

ror

YUU!

FOR RENT Furnished rooms,
Railroad avenue; railroad men
ferred. Mrs. G. E. Rusby.

This elegant Rogers'
Silver Spoon

1:16 9.
11:06 p.
2:10 a

2:l

irfj

if

Eleventh or Phone Main
FOR RENT

Cheap, seven room stone
house at 16 Grand avenue. Call
307 Eleventh street or Phone Main

It s givirg you
a present fordo

I

something
do teny
d
you

FOR RENT Five room cottage on
hill. Phone Purple 6301.

i

way wherj you
leam how Much I
Better EMPRESS 1

Lost

5

SONS!

A A

STANDARD

SILVER
PLATE
BEAUTIFUL

.

FRE(ICH.
GREY (STERLING) INISH
1

EMPRESS
can bi

ALL GROCERS

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per 100 lb.
25c per 100 lbs.
...30c per 100 lbs.
40c per 100 lbs.
50c per 100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice. the Purity a
lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous. ,
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

S1K

ANT Ads
Are Best

RfiseetlattsGUs
WILL TRADE Irrigated land near
Springer for Las Vegas real estate;
also 120 acres in Kansas for New
Mexico property. Box 111, City.
When the baby is suffering the
affliction of hot weather and bow
el disorders, the remedy needed is
BABY ELIXIR. It reduces the

feverish condition, corrects the stomach and checks looseness of the bowels. Price 25c and 50c par bottle.
Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.

S PILLS
CHICHESTER
THK IIAMN1 BRAND.
r

cb- -

g tained in this city from

Lincoln Ave

RETAIL PRICES

Between Schaefer's drug store
and telephone office, pearl ear ring.
Return to 722 Fifth street and receive reward.

is. g

ONE COUPOM FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
SFAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON - - IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &

1200

LOST

Made by GERMAN PROCESS
feu

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phone Main 227

176.

I ing

FLOUR Ttilh

176.

:4R

6:16 a.
4:30 p.
7:00

From Distilled Water Free from Bacteria or Germs of any
despription No impurities, no air, nothing but Pure Ice.
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
20c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
40c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery
50c per 100 lbs

FOR RENT Cheap, two four room
houses on Eleventh street. Call 307

PLOU- R-

3

217

1

CRYSTAL 1GE

pre-

FOR RENT Seven room nouse and
large barn. Mrs. Roman Moya.

you use
EMPRESS

---

If

In witness whereof we have here
unto set our hands and seals this 8th
day of July, A. D., 1913.
ISAAC. DAVIS
(Seal)
ROSE B. DAVIS,
(Seal)
F. O. KIHLBER.G,
(Seal)
State of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel, ss.
On this 8th day of July, A. D., 1913,
before me, the undersigned, a Notary
Public in and for the above county
and State, personally appeared :saac
Davis, Rose B. Davis and F. O. Kihlberg, to me known to be the samn per
sons whose names are subscribed to
the foregoing instrument, and who
signed the s'ame, and each for himself
and not one for the other acknowledg
ed that he signed, sealed and execut
ed the same as his free act and deed.
Witness my hand and notarial ct-a-l
the day and year In this certificate
above written.
(Notarial Seal) PABLO ULIBARRl,
Notary Public.
My commission expires April 8, 1 014.
Endorsed: No. 7600. Cor. Rcc'd-Vol6, Page 225, Certificate of Incorporation of The Ike Davis Company.
Filed In Office of State Corporation
Commission July 9, 1913; 9 a. m. Edwin V. Coard, Clerk. Compared J. J--

H.

8.

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited1. Richard
Device, G. K.; ITrank Angel. T. 8.

MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage; Hair and Sceii
Treatment, Facial Massagfc, Manlcur,
Plaza Hotel.
Office hours 1:30 p ni. to 3:30 p. n

1
100
N. M
F. O. Kihlberg, Las Vegas,
1
100
N. M
VI.
The term for which this corporation
Is to exist is fifty (50) years.

M.

PANSFORD
MAIN

WANTED Competent
stenographer KNIGHT8 OF COLUMBUS, COUNand office clerk Answer In own
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday In O. R. C. Hall,
handwriting. J. b. Optic office.

Mux'.- -

Professional Health Culture for Ladlf

Rose B. Davis, Las Vegas,

to

NUMBER.

-

$2800

State of New Mexico
County of San Miguel, ss.
I hereby certify that this instru

OPTIC'S

A

moderate pnce.

The names and postoffice addresses
of the incorporators, and the number
of shares subscribed for by each, the
aggregate of which is Three Thousand
Dollars ($3,000), are as follows:
Shares Amt.
Name and address
Isaac Davis, Las Vegas, N.
28

C;

e

HUXMANN
Dentist
Dental work of any ilesi riptiu.

V.

M

fourth

TOR CLASSIFIED

Reliable girl r good mo
rals for housework. No other need
1054 Seventh street.
apply.

DENTISTS

Room

Meets secend ami
Thursday evening
month at W O W. Hall,
isitisi
brothers cordially invited. Howard
T. Davis, Dictator:
J. TbornhilL
Secretarv .

M.

Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
aach month. Visiting
brothers cordially

WANTED

New

F.

LODGE NO. 2, A. F. X L. 0. O. MOOSE
A.

-

Las Vegas

OR

CHAPMAN

Win. P. Mills.
W. M., H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary. J. E.
ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. ML
I. O. of B. B.
Mets every first
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
Five cents per line each insertion.
Reg-ila- r
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
rooms of Temple Monteflore at I
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
ec d Tues-daconclave
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
No ad to occupy less space than two
in act month at Ma- -.
Isaac
cordially invited.
Appel
All
lines
advertisements
charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. O. H.
Charles
President,
Ses
Greenclay,
will be booked at space actually set
KInkeL E.
Ch&a. Tamme,
retary.
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. , ROY1.
Meets every Monday evening al
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
their hall on Sixth street All vlslV
vocation first Monday in
Ing brethren cordially inted to a
each month, at Masonlo
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G. ; Gui
Temple at 7:30 f. m. H,
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
B. Hubbard. H. P.; F. O.
Secretary; Karl Wertz. Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
Blood, Secretary.
RATES

HUNKER A HUNKER
H.

George

RESJAURANT AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

COLUMN

Vegas

ATTORNEYS

OPTIC

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AN D RcGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

.11

If a substitute is offered you for
Foley Kidney Pills, it means a cheap
er medicine is pressed upon you for
the dealer's profit, not yours. Foley
Kidney Pills may cost the dealer
more than a cheap substitute, but
they give better results than any oth
er kidney and bladder medicine. Ask
for Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schae- - WANTED
fer and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
work.

com-nan-

,

wo.

The objects for which this corporation is formed are as follows:
To conduct a store or stores for the
The Monkey Er I don't under
stand.
purchase and sale, at retail or wholeThe Tiger Oh! that's all right,
sale, of general merchandise of every
was just joking with the free lunch.
kind, class and description whatsoev
er, and particularly to buy, sell and
ALL CATS HAVE
meats,
generally deal In groceries,
food products and food stuffs; to buy
sell and generally deal in crockery,
household and kitchen utensils, and
all articles of household use; to buy,
sell and generally deal In live stock
of every kind; to own real estate in
connection with or for use in any of
the corporate purposes of the
to acnuire. own and hold the
shares of stock of any other incorpo'
rated companies, and while the owner thereof to vote the same, and to
exercise all rights incidental to the
ownership thereof as fully, as a natural
person might do; to acquire, own, sell
and deal in patents and patent articles of every kind; to have and exercise any and all rights Incidental to
the corporate purposes herein stated
The Dog Tell me the story of your or granted to such corporations under
the laws of the state of New Mexico.
life.
rv.
one? I
The Maltese Cat Which
have nine, you know.
The amount of the total authorized
"'
capital stock of the corporation is Fif
adc
riTurnc
tucdc
iiiuiil. nub. uniLiig
ty Thousand Dollars ($50,000) divided
into five hundred (500) shares of the
par value of One Hundred Dollars
($100) each, and the amount of capital stock with which it Bhall commence business is Three Thousand
Dollars ($3,000).
The Tiger Good morning,

13he

ran;

1

m.,

tack to her!

greatly interested in;

ft

x

inext move.
Like a vision out of the night came
the moment when he had parted from
the girl who was about to sing the
ong. She had been standing by the
piano; he was seated at It. Before
him was the music of the song be bad

"was

me

00

W. PEACH.

curiously.
"I heard some one singing
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I.adU'Nl Aftk your Hruegint for
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no other. Jlur of yon
J
fir 'rullt-- Askfrvl'lll-- f irKH.
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tw y" known as Best. Vst, Alwlys ReUabl
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Market Finders
Classified add. search out the people to whom among all
those, who MIGHT BIT the particular thing Is worth, moet
That property rou want to sell Is WORTH MOST t,o eomeese
and would sever hear
your property unless It were advertised here.
who reads the ads. In this newspaper

Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper wast
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machlsery
and furniture, articles of usefulness of any sort, and musical iv
strumeuts.
As the classified ads.
Bible aorta of thlags, they

keta.

are read by all possible buyeis, of all
hsve come to be finders of the best star,

r.

SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1913.
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"VSuuoJ

hearing Dr. Hayes
pay his respects to newspapers, Judge
Gilbert," said Joe Wright with a smile.
The layman's opinions always Interest and usually amuse a journalist
"What's the matter? Have you told
him you won't publish the box scores
of the ball games this year?"
"I'll do that for him, and gladly."
"Then there's no occasion to kick.
That's the only thing that can trouble
a fat man."
"This time I was speaking generally," explained Hayes. "I don't like
some of the ways reporters have."
"That's only a small part of the
business," laughed Wright. "If you
complain only about that I shall have
you for a staunch adherent."
Mrs. Hayes saw that Kendall was
at a loss to understand the drift of
the conversation, and accordingly
(aid, "Dr. Hayes is coroner, Mr. Kendall, and the Banner man calls us up
at most unearthly hours."
The Belmont Banner was the morning paper,, and its editor, Deacon
Jerry Wlthrow, was always at the
beck and call of the boss. Kerr let
him think that he bad something to
do with directing the affairs of the
harmless delusion,
city. This was-since its pliant attitude always made
him consider a suggestion let fall by
the boss as a scheme which he himself had hatched.
"I think it is dreadful for nice men
to be mixed up in politics," said Mrs.

WE

WW HE

i

HaTp; liitv Toofle'
llTusiraftons 1)7 TtAjr Waiters

Aj7

COPYRICHT BY

&iCO-- ,

I9IZ

must rule faiWy and with a" proper
deference for the rights of the minority, that's where a newspaper can be
of service."
Having decided to deliver a broadside, Wright had gone about it with
great enthusiasm. The sight of Mrs.
Hayes gazing wonderingly at him, for
she did not understand what he
meant, caused the editor to break off
with a laugh. He recognized that
was not
Judge Gilbert's drawing-roothe proper place for a lengthy exposition of his views.
'I'm afraid I'm preaching," he apologized, "and there's nothing I hate
more than that."
"Not at all," protested Kendall.
"Your views interest me greatly, Mr.

'ffirbBeff

(Continued from Yesterday)

oooooooooooooooooo
o
o
o
o SUBSCRIBE NOW
o

tnem understand tnat Bennoni vSb
not now the Belmont of the old days,
that although to all appearances it
was the same the practiced eye could
CHAPTfen ii.
detect the. vague unrest which perin
The English surpass Americans
vaded it.
at least one respect; they have learned
Gilbert had been too long in
as a nation far better than has this theJudge
harness to wince at a corporation
a
of
the
newer country
possibilities
for the vacation of a principal
dinner party. Perhaps it is their high- request
and a public park, but
er developed social system, more like- thoroughfare
lie was tired of the long fight for
is
which
interest
the
is
it
general
ly
masters whose one demand
taken in governmental questions, grasping
was
for more, more, more.
always
imwhich gives the dinner table an
had no sympathy with
And
he
yet
portant, if unofficial, place in political such men as Joe Wright. He had
life. A brilliant hostess, with heart made
his mind, however, that he
and soul wrapped up in her husband's would up
not
aid the company In this
to
aid him new
advancement, can do much
franchise
grab. He was partly
as he toils up the ladder of political led to this
conclusion, all unconsciousat
her
board
by
gathering
preferment
because he knew David Kerr was
the leaders of her husband's party and ly,
not betraying any interest In it.
also prominent men of the opposi"The river eats up our tracks on the
tion. One need have only a superKendall. "The
Gilbert.
ficial knowledge of American politics west," protested
safe while we denever
be
was no more dreadful
Perhaps-- It
and American leaders to understand
on the one line." Then he added than was the lack of knowledge of
pend
why this is not generally possible with
emphasis, "We must come down politics displayed by the nice women
here. But there be some here, taking
avenue - on the. east and use of Belmont. This would have been
a leaf from England's book, who make Maple
Benton Park for switching yards."
difficult to impress upon Mrs. Gilbert.
the dinner party serve purposes not
be done."
She knew well enough that her hus"It
can't
apparent to all the guests. Judge
"It can be done. Dave Kerr can do band was consulted by that odious
Amos Gilbert was one of these.
anything he pleases. He's the abso- David Kerr, but that was In a legal
Fond, ambitious mothers held up to lute boss of Belmont."
"He May This Time."
way and Kerr paid well for the adtheir sons as an example the rise of
was said with such a tone of vice he received. Even the tone in
This
When I come again I am goAmos Gilbert, from an humble home
that Judge Gilbert saw no which she spoke showed how thank- Wright.
tn a frontier village to a position as finality
ing to see how far along you are on
Kerr
in
was
not
was
that
knew
ful
He
her
husband
of
she
need
the road to the Ideal."
the leading corporation lawyer of Bel- was the replying.
absolute boss of Belmont.
politics. Mrs. Hayes was quick to say
With this Kendall announced that
There flashed through the minds of what she thought along the same line fie must be
mont. He represented the electric
going, and- made his
Belthe
men
that
street
the
both
the
thought
by
adding:
railway
light company,
idleux. To have a few last words
to
"And
to
at
Dr.
doesn't
mont
News
have
4ave
the
something
Hayes
might
company, the water company and
kbout Wright, Judge Gilbert accomstockyards company. A person with say. It couldn't prevent a franchise all, you know. He says he does It for panied the visiting attorney even to
an analytical turn of mind, after being passed, of course, but publicity the good of the party."
the front gate. His very laat assertThis would have been all very Instudying a list of his clients, might re- at times was unpleasant. Th(s was
ion, was that he himself would have
to
If
not
he
had
had
the
indiGilbert
Kendall
Kerr
did
court,
mark that each and every one,
teresting
something
aothing to do with the proposed fran-:hls-e
vidual, partnership or corporation, knew. He was the easy boss, letting entire evening to spend in such pleasgrab and that he was morally
Time was pressing,
could be favored by some political every one have a share of the spoils, ant company.
;ertam David Kerr was of the same
inFew
few
in
and
minutes
still
the
were
satisfied.
some
all
and
thus
or
however,
turn
political
damaged by
rame of mind.
machination. They found it better to deed had been the times when the at his disposal he wished to sound
Wright at greater length about the
employ Judge Gilbert than to trust to town had attempted to revolt
"You'd have the whole town up in Belmont News.
luck that all would go well.
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
All day Judge Gilbert had been try- arms," remonstrated Gilbert.
Kendall looked closely at the young
"They've been up In arms before. man whom he had already set down
ing to get in touch with David Kerr
RHEUMATISM AND THE HEART
b Jelephoije.
Kendall, who repre- Once they brought ropes to hang the as an opponent. Physically Wright
Don't overlook, the grave fact that
His
Been
a
combat.
The
no
shirker
of
seemed
jnica"go packers, had
sented
rheumatism
the
easily "settles in the
but
Kerr
council,
through
put
his
shoulders were broad and
body
called back to that city and was anxand disturbs the valvular acattorheart,"
the
works
water
You're
deal.
ious to see Kerr before he left that
for the street
company; well developed. Led to believe from tion. The cure consists in removing
night. Failing in this, Gilbert could ney know what he railway
his knowledge of the reformer type the cause. Foley Kidney Pills so tone
there."
did
you
make no definite promise as to Mr.
that he would find Joe Wright a long- up and strengthen the kidneys that
admitted
I
Gilbert
"Yes,
yes
know,"
Kerr's attitude on certain proposihaired theorist and Utopian dreamer, they keep the blood free of poisons
of
a
with
Then
relief,
sigh
tions set forth by the astute Chicago hastily.
and uric acid crystals, that cause rheuthe lawyer found instead a
"That's all past."
lawyer. On his own authority he did
man.
matism, swollen joints, backache, uriine
young
He ran his hand through his hair, eessed,
say, however, that the master of Loirregularities and disturbed heart
nary
in
even
age newspaper owner's manner,
cust Lawn was interested in watching gray long before the frost of was
action. Try them. 0. G. Schaefer
Kendall's
To
was
judicial.
and
could
to
repose,
come
silver
it,
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
the Belmont News develop its new
thankful that such episodes were thinking he had the air of a man who
policy under the new owner and edor
be
He was weary of would not
swayed by prejudice
itor who had managed to secure con- things of the past.
BRYAN GOES LECTURING
delivIt was his part, however, as
trol of the sheet without Kerr's knowl- - it all. Kendall's next remark, of a liking.
a special pleader, to make Wright
Washington, July 19. Secretary of
ered with the chill inclsiveness
State Bryan left the capital today to
a belligerent think himself too much an idealist
lawyer
witness, brought him once more to the if he could in opposing the Just fill a series of lecture engagements
company.
defense of the man who had made his claims of the stock-yarcontracted before he accepted a seat
"I suppose you found the News In
success possible.
President Wilson's cabinet. He
"Is Dave Kerr keeping out of the somewhat run down when you took will
be absent about six weeks, durremarked
casually.
deal only through fear of young hold of it," Kendall
time he will address numwhich
I
ing
"Yes, the name was about all
Wright and the Belmont News?"
assemblies In Inerous
Chautauqua
Mr.
of
"He isn't afraid
bought."
anything.
a
had
Iowa
pretty
the
and other states
in"I
paper
Kerr merely says that it doesn't
thought
diana, Illinois,
terest him at the present time. As good mechanical plant," interjected of the middle west. In his absence
Gilbert.
for me, I'm out of it"
John Bassett Moore, counsellor of the
ad"You're still Kerr's right-hanInstinctively Wright felt the conwill be acting secretary
certed action masked under the inno- department,
viser."
state.
Gilof
cent question and the remark by
"Pardon me, his legal adviser."
Kendall did not pause to acknowl- bert. Just what Kendall had to gain
When you feel lazy, out of sorts and
edge the distinction, but went on, this he did not know, but since heof recoglarge yawn a good deal In the daytime, you
time straight to the heart of the mat- nized him as a representative
interests he thought best to let him pan pharee it to a torpid liver which
ter.
know what stand the News might be has allowed the system to get full of
peo"I made what the stock-yard- s
as well Impurities. HERBINE cures all disple consider a good offer. If that isn't expected to take. It was just
that Gilbert should have it clearly in orders nroduced by an inactive liver
enough, what's his price?"
men It ntrenethens that organ, cleanses
This point-blanquestion irritated mind also. If the clients of these
the system in
Gilbert. He much preferred to call a were playing the game fair and the bowels and puts
rnce ow.
condition,
his
kind
welcome
healthy
good
would
even
square they
spade an agricultural implement
Co. Adv.
Central
Drug
Sold
and
by
If
weren't,
they
when talking with those who stood of newspaper.
close to him in his manipulations for Wright knew there bad been lapses
Taking Big Chances
the various corporations he represent- from grace on the part or some oi
ed. He therefore ignored the ques them, he hoped they would recognize
It is too great a risk to depend upon
"We're Going to the Theater Tonight." tion, preferring to tell why the mat- in the paper the power which would
eighbors or sending for medicine in
could not be taken up at present first seek to prevent, and, failing in ase of a sudden attack of bowel com
ter
hin-sel- f
see
for
Kendall
That
might
Giledge.
"The election's coming on iu a this, then try to correct. Judge
and meet on friendly ground the
In almost every neignuornuou
of months, auJ your franchise bert's allusion to the good mechanical plaint.
couple
in
Belmont
new and disturbing factor
omeone
text.
a
has died from cholera mor
for
he seized upon
would be made an issue. We euu't
politics, Judge Gilbert invited Joe afford it with the News in a r.c::Ucr plant
a
good bus that could have easily been saved
"That's true, the News has
Wright, the new owner of the paptr, to boost the
let had the
to
He
paused
mechanical
plant."
proper medicine been at hand.
ofposiMrn pnrty."
to dinner. It was just by accid.:.l,
in before he continued. Then think of the suffering that must
sink
soon
that
as
it
to
e,Bt
"I've
through
got
Kendall
Mr.
h;id been
a
apparently, that
as
There's nothing raw in "Somehow or other when I think of
until medicine can be ob
picked up at almost the last rainu's. thispossible.
I never think of that side be endured
newspaper
is
there?"
franchise,
safe way is to keep at
feel-inThe only others present were Dr.
The
tained.
"That's the Chicago point of view,' of it. I have in mind only the newsand Mrs. Hayes. Sam Hayes, a risof Chamberlain's Colic,
a
which
a
bottle
hand
with
confidence
of
answered Kendall. "Stripped of legal
ing young physician and surgeon, was
Diarrhoea
readers."
Remdy. It has
Cholera and
railpaper inspires its
coroner of Belmont county, au oii,ce verbiage, what you. waut is to lay
newsideal
the
think
to
and has un
do
fail
"What
you
known
cattle
will
run
on
been
never
which
which his society friends jolted him road tracks,
Gilbert.
asked
like?"
is
Judge
street
the
lives of many
paper
down a pretty residence
doubtedly saved
about, but one which Hayes reccg-nlze- trains,
He wanted to know to what kind of
withall
a
use
for
and
now.
terminals,
It only costs a
it
park
cople. Buy
and accepted as a political stepout giving property owners or the city star this young man had hitched his minrtor
Fm- sale DV ail aeaieiohim
opit
stone.
gave
too,
Then,
ping
for ruining ot wagon.
portunities to repay his politiral adequate compensation
"The Ideal newspaper is one which Adv.
I call that
their
property.
confiscating
to
have
friends. David Kerr liked
no ax to grind, and no personal
has
raw."
pretty
such young men hold office.
in the discussion of private at
animus
Thro ia more Catarrh In this sec
and
our
best
certainly
it's
"Well,
Dinner over, Gilbert and Kendall
a
but
or
fnim
Questions,
nublic
only
will
of the country than all other distion
Kerr
if
put
withdrew to the library for a final our cheapest way
last
the
and
the
truth
for
eases
constant
Kendsll
put together, and until theincur
regard
through a franchiF for us,"
situabe
conference over the stock-yi-rdto
was
supposed
state.
the
of
few
comeback lasting welfare
years
tion. Again they tried to telephone maintained stubbornly. "I'll matter
uuu..,.
Kendall went to what he considered able. For a great many yeaiu and
up
preDavid Kerr,1 only to receive the in- next week, and take the
a local disease
it
matter.
of
the
pronounced
heart
talk
can
the
meantime
In
the
you
again.
formation that he was not at home.
remedies, and by conlocal
v
scribed
out
consid
of
n-"Aren't
Kerr. Hp
you leaving
to cure with local treat- "You really think the Belmont it over thoroughly with
stantly failing
time.'
oration, Mr. Wright,' that everything
-- nnnticea
ii lncuraum.
News having been bought by this out have something to say by that
com
con"It liacdlv seems likely. He seldom this government, even is but a
proven Catarrh to be a
ence
has
sider," queried Kendall, "puts a difremind."
promise?"
his
therefore
naand
changes
si!
on
disease,
the
ferent aspect
stitutional
present
to
s
"No, I recognize that, and I believe
I've
got
Hall
time.
got
this
treatment.
"He
may
constitutional
tion?"
quires
now and go by the hotel beforo in compromise. Without It we would Catarrh Cure, niauumuiureu ui
"Judge for yourself," answered the away to
It is exactly
u
the train. Let's go back to still be cave dwellers.
Belmont attorney. "I had Mr. Wright I go
Cheney and Co., Toieao. unio is
where I can have because of this- everpresent compromi- only constitutional cure on the marto dinner tonight so that you could the drawing-room- ,
se-that
an honest newspaper is so ket It is taken internally in doses
meet him without arousing his suspi- a few more words with Wrir.ht. We
It must see to it that this from 10 drops to a teaspoonful. It
valuable.
over."
him
win
to
be
able
cions.
I wanted to help you that may
mucous
is open and above board. acts
to
to
compromise
I'm
try
going
"That's what
directly on the blood and
much."
trade surfaces
the
They offer
of the system.
What Kendall really thought he evi- do," replied Judge Gilbert, as they It mustn't be
it
rose to rejoin Mrs. Gilbert and her of low politicians in the back room of one hundred dollars for any caseand
denced by his indirect reply.
Send for circulars
more
far
or
the
cure.
a
saloon
dangerous
to
fails
"I don't blame Dave Kerr for being guests.
trades of men higher up and powerful
The attorneys entered the drawing-rooangry because Wright slipped in and
aWm: F. J- CHENEY & CO., To
Interests; not that kind of compro
discussion
a
find
to
regarding
the
bought
paper."
some
all
a
is
of
sale
after
which
ledo, O.
For a minute or more the two men newspapers just drawing to a close mise,
cvm hv druggists, 75c.
own to one
not
does
one
which
on
legally
uncertain
still
thing
with
wonsmoked in silence. Kendall was
victory
will not secure it honor
Take Hall's Family Pills for constlcannot
who
dering what he could say to his
es.tisi..--LJion that ths. .jnsisriii pation. Adv.
jp.rinr-taalwhich woj.iid :.ke
stock-yards'-
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
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IJght automobiles
o'clock this evening.
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CHICAGO MAN HAS

S

lamps at 7:59

LIKING FOBNEW

F. S.

"All join In

the chorus" tomorrow
night at the revival meeting in Dun-

can opera house.

WILL UNLOAD

IT

Finch's Golden Wedding' Rye, agej
in wood. Direct from the dlsti'ilery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

MORNING

Adv.

Union revival meeting tomorrow
evening in Duncan opera house; gooi
music, good preaching and a "good
time."

Get Your Order In Early

A good, vigorous chorus will sing
stirring songs at the meeting tomorrow night In Duncan opera house. Be

Stearns Store

present.

ICECOLD BUTTER fllLK
AT THE CREAMERY
ANY TIME - 15c GALLON

GO A L MCJ O W
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
a4Mml
G O f D O Phonm MmlnSI

THE OLD RELIABLE

IN WAGON
f

Co.

Sole Agent

RETURNING
FROM
MOUNTAIN RESORTS, SAYS HE
WILL BE BACK AGAIN

ORTH,

That New Mexico is an Ideal place
in which to spend a summer vacation
is the opinion of Fred S. Orth, a Chicago business man, who returned yesterday afternon from a three weeks'
trip to the mountains and left last
night for his home. Mr. Orth made
his headquarters at Harvey's ranch,
from which he covered all the country
within a radius of several miles, rid
ing horses and burros. He also visit
ed El Porvenir and the Y. M. 0. A.
camp, with both of which he was
Last year he spent several
pleased.
weeks at the Valley ranch, which he
enjoyed immensely, but he expressed
himself as more pleased with the at-

always be a success if you
&

serve-Chas-

e

Sxinobrn's

SEAL BRAND COFFEE
Any food testes good witn it

THE GBAAF & HAYWARD CO. STOBE
Sole Agents for Las Vegas. N. M.

Tts iicse

of tlie Bas! e

Tilt

pay the excessive bills they
occasion.

tf

or overstate.

$

We Do As We Advertise
We are not afraid of our prices
as everything is marked in
plain figures at the right prices.
A liberal discount for cash allowed.

frigerator at a reasonable price

Brass Beds
All sizes with
week for cash

posts this
19.65

Porch Furniture

2

Come in and see the

PORCELOID LINED
, REFRIGERATORS
today. A high grade re

'

J.C. JOHNSEN & SON
COMPLETE FURNISHERS OF THE.HOM-

E-

"

Porch Swings and Hammocks,
off for this week.

I

5

Dressers and Chiffoniers

1 5 off for this (Peek
tractions of the resorts near Las Vea resident of
the court house gas.
Mr. Orth says he will never let a
as bounty on a
recently near his vacation pass in the future without
home.
coming to New Mexico. He expeet.E
ROSENTHAL
to bring a large1 party of friends with
A marriage license was issued yes- him on his next trip. He may be here
Opposite Y. M. C. A.
terday afternoon at the court house to this winter with a party of hunter?.
Julian Jaramillo, aged 40, and Antonia Mr. Orth'a ambition for next summer
Trujillo, aged 20. Both are residents is to take a trip into the Truchas
of lias Vegas.
country, and he and Bill Gelger, the
"SUICIDE" IS VERDICT
ranchman, with whom he, rode horseAlbuquerque, N. M., July 19. "We
Let your Sunday program include back pitched horseshoes and swapped
the justice of the peace and jury of
attendance at the union meeting at "chewing" while at Harvey's, already
Precinct No. 5, called to hold an inthe Duncan in the evening. Rev. Mr. are planning details of the excursion
quest over the body of Pedro Montano,
Runyan speaks.
into the high peaks.
who was found dead in Precinct 5
Mr. Orth says he will be a consist- on
July 17, 1913, after examining Dr.
Etines Montano, the infant son of ent booster for New Mexico among his
Dr. Rice and B. Ruppe
McLandress,
Mr. and Mrs. Etines Montano, died Chicago friends, most of whom, before
other witnesses, find that the said
and
at
the
his
home of
yesterday
parents he left for Las Vegas, promised him Pedro Montano came to
his death by
on the West side. Burial occurred their
sympathy while he was "out committing suicide by drinking near-this afternoon in the Catholic ceme- there where it Is hotter'n blazes." Mr.
one ounce of carbolic acid purchastery. Mr. Montano is in the employ Orth Is manager of F. E. Foster and ly
ed
by him at Ruppe's drug store and
of the Casteneda hotel.
Company's exclusive ladies' and chil- taken at the residence of J. J. Gondren's shoe store, 125 North Wabash
of said
Pedro
zales, brother-in-laDon't fail to be at the Sunday even- avenue, Chicago.
"
Montana
ing meeting in Duncan opera house.
"POLICARPIO SJA.NCHEZ;
Mr. Runyan will deliver his noted
"HARVEY'S"
Justice of the Peace,
sermon on Jonah.
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
"ADOLFO CHAVEZ,
Old management; old rates. Car'
A civil service
"JUAN NIETO, '
examination for
out every Saturday. Leave
fourth class postmasters will be held riage
ANASTASIO PADILLA.
at Murphey's or Plaza hotel.
in this city on August 23. This ex"J. P. TORRES,
amination will be held to fill a posi"MELITON CORDOVA,
WORLD GETTING BETTER
tion at Levy. The salary paid the
"SEFERINfJ CROLLOT."
Chicago, July 19. "David and
postmaster there for the last fiscal
The
foregoing verdict, returned late
and sjme other patriarchs were
year was $212, which will apply to
yesterday
afternoon, fixes responsibilexcellent men as judged by the stand
the position this year.
for
the
death of Pedro Montano.
ity
own
ard of their
time, but they would
a prominent citizen of Las Vegas, who
All men are inivted to the Y. M. not be admitted to membership in the took his life in
Albuquerque Thurs
C. A. tomorrow afternoon when Mr, church today."
afternoon. Montano was on his
day
the
Thus
Rev.
John Thompson
spoke
Runyan will given an address upon
to. Ventura, Calif., to join his
of Chicago today, addressing the big way
"The Pu'il of a Purpose."
and was detained here by the
family,
Des Plalnes camp meeting, illustrating
police at the request of the city mar
his
contention
that
world
is
the
At the union meeting at the Baptist
growshal of Las Vegas, Wednesday night.
church tomorrw morning there will ing better.
No motive for the suicide has yet been
"There seems to be more crime and
be an anthem by the choir and a duet
Montano yesterday straightadvanced.
by Mrs. H. M. Northrup and Mr. Leon evil than ever," he continued, "but ened out with John W.
Harris of Las
Guy. At the evening mass meeting this is because, through the
on which he was apmatter
the
Vegas
Mrs. Northrup will sing the solo en
enterprise of the newspa
prehended here. The body will likely
titled "The Ninety and Nine," and pers, we hear more about it."
sent to Las Vegas' for burial.
be
Mrs Charles O'Malley's sextette will
The speaker said that the rise of
baseball
and
other outdoor
play.
golf,
sports was a sign of the improving
LAND TITLE DISPUTED
Tomorrow morning at 11 o'clock the moral standard.
Albuquerque, N. M., July 19, On
Presbyterians, Baptist, Methodists and
February 16, 1895, Don megu de Var- Disciples will unite in a union service
as Zapata Lujan Ponce de Leon,
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
at the Baptist church. In the aftei- governor and captain general of the
noon at 3 o'clock there will be a muss WANTED A
good ranch hand. Steady province of New Mexico, under the
meeting for men in the Y. M. C. A.
work. Harry Maurice, Sapelio.
authority of the kind of Spain, grant
gymansium. Another great union ral
ed to Jacinto Palez a body of Ian1
ly will be held at the Duncan opera
consisting of approximately 54,404
house at 8 o'clock.1 A sermon or ad
acres, situated some 45 miles north
dress will be delivered by the Rev.
of Albuquerque. Title to the land is
William M. Runyan at each of these
in dispute to this day. Judge M. C.
Mechem, sitting for Judge Raynolds
meetings. The chorus choir will furnish the music assisted by special
in the district court, has given judg
numbers. The pastors of the churches
ment following the submission of a
report by Referee Harry P. Owen,
engaged in the revival campaign heart
with a view to settling the dispute
ily endorse the work of Evangelist
as to possession of the grant. The
Runyan and urge the members of their
court names Leroy Moore, Fritz Muelcongregations and the general public
ler and C. C. Clossbfi as commissionto attend these services.
ers to partition the grant and endeavREVEREND NORMAN SKINNER
BEST
or to straighten put the tangle with
REVEREND E. C. ANDERSON, ,
the heirs, of whom there are several
REVEREND N. B. GREEN.
hundred, each being entitled, accordREVEREND J. L. IMIIOF.
ing to the report of Referee Owen, to
a fractional acreage of the grant. The
CARD OF THANKS
court finds that T. B. Catron, claimTo all those who came to us with
ant
of one-fiftinterest in the Majada
' We
svre headassistance, tributes and sympathy; to
grant, Is not entitled to consideration
the quartette, pall bearers and friends
in that the contract he has with the
for
we, the children of Mrs. D. D. Hark-nescommissioners of the grant is invalid,
take this opportunity of extend.
the commissioners not having authoring to all our deepest gratitude.- - Mr.
ity to enter into such contract. The
in
and Mrs. C. P. Hammond, Mr. and
referee is allowed $1,500 for services
Mrs. E. C. Wilson.
and expense of traveling from place
to place to secure the report submitT
ted. - Notice of an appeal to the suSTRAYED OR STOLEN
I STRAWBERRIES AND
preme court is recognized by the
On July 5th, 1913.
One gay mare
court in the judgment entered on rec
about 12 years old, weighs about 900
I CHERRIES EVERY DAY ord.
lbs., branded on the left hip NW, on
Sues for $600.
left shoulder N. One gray horse about
K. K. Scott of Chavez county has
9 years old, weighs about 900 lbs.,
been made defendant in the district
branded on left hip H. One black horse
court In a case in which the First
about 9 years old, weighs about 1,200
bank asks $600 judgment on a
lbs., no brand, white spot in forehead.
promissory note held by the MonteLast seen in Hand's pasture near AzuL
zuma Trust company, dated May 12,
Suitable reward will be given for Infor1911.
mation leading to the recovery of
PHONE MAIN 4 and 21
same.
WM. N A EG LIN, Cherryvale, N. M.
Subscribe for The Optic.

Jefferson. Raynolds, President,
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.

Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

H.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

Capital.

$100,000

N

V!

Surplus, and Undivided Pxopm.s

35.000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy aijci Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on

$1,050

Time Deposiiit

FULLY FQU1PPF0

AT YOUR BOOR

OVERLAND MODF.l, 59"

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

ft'Hiae

Los Veqas 'Aoiemo&lle
Phjne Main 344.

BUY

.Vrialcn.

..

&

Co

Fowler Prcpg

tf &U1Q D EL 'VERY WAGOfi
&

Insures Prompt Deliveries el Minimum fx penso

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper then horse power

a

n

..

ill A; fit I1

Everything EataMe

THE
THAT
CAN BE MADE

h

LAS VEGAS OPTIC

fresh

quarters

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY.

Vegetables
Fruits

and
Season

Agents

FOR. SALE
MIlHJIIiaUJMJIMUUiJIMUIIIMHIIIWi

MIWIHIIIIW

MIWHIIW

house complete, including a very handsome
maple bed room suit, china cabinet, wardrobe, hat rack and
seat, rugs, chairs, etc.

Furniture of a
birds-ey- e

Owner leaving city, wishes to sell al'i together If possible.

Na-tion-

CD.

EVERYBODY HEADS

You cannot afford to

you to know that
every word in pur ads is the
truth. We do not exaggerate

want

BAKERY GOODS

TEE BREAKFAST

w.'ll

a single customer.

world-searchin-

Gross, Kelly

:

We cannot afford to lose

Juan Pedro Garcia,
applied at
this morning for $2
coyote killed by him

YOU GAD GET

i

E

We

Try a dram ot Ola Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

MONDAY

WE DO NOT SELL A CHEAP REFRIGERATOR

MEXICO

J. E. Pitts Iras entered the employ
of A. L. Gump, the barber.

Watermelons

SATURDAY, JULY 19, 1913.

DC

CALL OR PHONE

'

The Investment and Agency Corporation
GEO. A. FLEMING,
Main 40.

Prest. and Mgr.
603 Llnco'm

Avenue.

